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36, GEORGE STREET. 
.. 
Mane/tester Memoz'rs, Vol. :dz'£. ( 1898), No. 11. 
XI. Hymenoptera Orientalia, or Contributions to a 
knowledge of the Hymenoptera of the Oriental 
Zoological Region . Part VII. 
By PETER CAMERON. 
[Communicated by J. Cosmo Me!vill, A1".A., FL.S.] 
Reuiv ed January 18t!,. Read /anu ary 25tl,, 1898. 
Since the publication of Part VI. of this series of 
papers on the Hymenoptera of the Oriental Zoological 
Region, there has appeared Col. C. T. Bingham's" Fauna 
of British India, Hymenoptera," Vol. I., which deals with 
the Aculeate Section of the Order, except the Ants. To 
facilitate reference [ have, in thi s paper, followed 
Col. Bingham's arrangement, giving indications of the 
positions my new species will occupy in the system 
adopted by him. Further, I have pointed out certain 
omissions and corrections in his work. 
It is necessary to say here that Col. Bingham's book 
only refers to British India , Burma and Ceylon, whereas 
the scope of my papers includes the Oriental Zoological 
Region as defined by Mr. A. R. Wallace-a very much, 
wider area. 
MUTILLIDJE. 
MUTILLA VISRARA, sp. nov. 
Long. 8 mm. 
Hab. Trinc omali, Ceylon ( Yerbury). 
Allied to M. iziveosz'gnata, but differs in the basal seg-
ment not being "almost bare" at the base , but covered 
September IJth, I898. 
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with long black hair, although not so thickly as at the apex, 
where it is densely covered with long fulvous hair, in the 
second segment beneath not having three longitudinal 
keels, in the ventral segments and legs being distinctly 
piceous, and in being two mm. smaller. 
Head slightly wider, but not quite so long as the 
thorax; rounded in front, but not quite so much so 
behind, very coarsely rugosely punctured, the punctures 
longest and deepest in the centre of the front and vertex; 
behind the eyes it is developed to a greater extent than 
their greatest length; the eyes are small. Front and 
vertex covered with long black hairs; above the antenna: 
more thickly with silvery hair; on the clypeus it is equally 
long and pale golden. Antenna! tubercles piceous at the 
apex, shining. Clypeus reddish, the apex bordered with 
black. Mandibles broadly red in the middle. Antenna: 
longer than the head and thorax united; distinctly tapering 
towards the apex; the scape shining, thickly covered with 
long silvery hair; piceous at the apex; the flagellum bare 
of hair except at the base, distinctly pruinose towards the 
apex; black, the apical joints rufous beneath; the third 
joint about one-third longer than the fourth; thorax 
quadrangular, scarcely widened towards the apex ; the 
mesonotum, with a semicircular space on the top of the 
median segment, reddish, coarsely punctured, the punc-
tures large and deep; the pronotum bearing long, blackish 
hairs ; the mesonotum with depressed, pale golden, shorter 
hairs; the top of the median segment rounded, and bearing 
a row of large, deep punctures; the rest of it oblique; the 
sides with a row of large area:; the centre has a blistered 
appearance and an indistinct keel down its centre ; 
it is sparsely covered with long blackish hairs. Propleura: 
reticulated ; the metapleura: also reticulated, but with the 
reticulations much larger and deeper ; the mesopleura: 
smooth, the lower part densely covered with long silvery 
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hair ; over the middle coxce it is rufous. Legs black; the 
anterior coxce and femora rufous ; the other femora, tibi ce 
and tarsi more or less piceous ; the femora more sparsely, 
the tibia! and tarsi much more thickly covered with long 
silvery hair ; the tibial spines thick, testaceous ; the 
calcaria white. Abdomen as long as the head and thorax 
united; the basal segment irregularly reticulated ; the 
base covered, but not thickly, with long, black hair; the 
apex fringed with long, fulvous, golden hair, which extends 
on to the base of the second segment; the second segment 
coarsely irregularly reticulated, most strongly at the sides , 
thickly covered with long, black hair; in its centre, in 
front of the middle, are two oval marks of silvery pubes-
cence ; the other segments are covered with long, black 
pubescence ; on the third, are two marks of silvery 
pubescence, but wider and shorter than those on the 
second ; the apical segments are slightly fringed with 
silvery hairs at their apices ; the pygidial area smooth, 
shining, impunctate; covered thickly at the sides with 
long, black and a few silvery hairs. The first and second 
ventral segments piceous ; the basal obliquely triangularly 
raised in the middle ; the basal part depressed before the 
apex ; the second segment broadly depressed in the 
middle at the base ; its apical half bearing large , deep , 
irregular punctures ; sparsely covered with long, white 
hairs ; the other segments closely punctured at the apices, 
thickly covered with long, silvery hair. The apices of the 
third and fourth ventral segments are obscure testaceous 
in the middle . 
MUTILLA ELTOLA , sp. nov. 
Long. fere 7 mm . 
Hab. Trincomali, Ceylon ( Yerbury). 
A species very similar in form and markings to JYI. 
rothneyi Cam., but may be known from it by the median 
segment not having "a single central spine posteriorly." 
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Head large, subquadrate, very slightly narrowed 
gradually behind the eyes; black; the vertex broadly in 
the middle, and the front broadly, in the centre to the 
middle of the eyes, red, sparsely covered with long, fuscous, 
intermixed with shorter silvery, hair; the front and vertex 
strongly and distinctly longitudinally striolated, the strire 
running into coarse punctures over the antennre ; the strire 
behind the eyes stout, sharp, slightly oblique, and not 
extending below the level of the eyes; the antenna! tuber-
cles very smooth, rufo-piceous. Oral region piceous-red; 
the clypeus in the middle incised, the sides of the incision 
forming two stout projecting teeth. Mandibles ferru-
ginous; the teeth black; except at the apex, sparsely 
covered with long, pale golden hair; thorax at the base very 
slightly narrower and not very much longer than the head, 
of nearly equal width throughout; the mesonotum, except 
at the base and at the sides, rufous, the black on the base 
being broader than on the sides, very coarsely longitu-
dinally reticulated, the reticulations becoming wider and 
larger towards the apex ; the median segment with an 
oblique slope ; reticulated, the reticulations much larger 
than on the mesonotum. The sides of the mesonotum above 
with projecting teeth ; those at the base indistinct ; the 
central very large, straight, sharp at the apex; that behind 
it blunt, curved, longer; the teeth on the median seg-
ment finer, curved, five in number ; the central being 
the longest. Pleurre not excavated, smooth, shining, im-
punctate ; the propleurre at the apex piceous ; the base of 
the meso- and the meta-pleurre thickly covered with 
longish, silvery pubescence. Antennre longish, distinctly 
tapering towards the apex; the under side of the 
scape of the second, and of the base of the third joint, 
rufous ; the scape punctured, thickly covered with longish 
silvery -hairs ; the flagellum thickly covered with a silvery 
down ; the third joint twice the length of the fourth. 
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Legs black, thickly covered with longish, silvery hair; 
the tarsi towards the apex more or less rufous ; the 
calcaria white. Abdomen as long as the head and thorax 
united, black ; a silvery spot on the apex of the basal 
segment at the apex ; a large, round, central and a small er, 
more elongate mark on the side of the second segment, 
and the centre of the fourth and fifth segments broadly in 
the centre, covered with silvery pubescence; the basal 
segments punctured, sparsely covered with long black 
hairs; the pygidium shining, covered with long, black 
hairs ; the centre slightly raised, impunctate ; the rest 
punctured, the punctures large, moderately deep and 
clearly separated . The basal ventral segment testaceous; 
the apical three-fourths keeled down the middle ; the keel 
black, dilated at the base, but not much ; the second 
segment with large, shallow punctures, sparsely covered 
with long, pale hairs; towards the apex the middle 
projects into a stout, somewhat triangular, tooth; the other 
segments closely and rather strongly punctured except at 
the base, and covered with long hair ; the hypopygium 
closely punctured and for the greater part testaceous. 
Might be the <j! of M. redipus, but this is a point which 
can only be settled by direct observation. 
MUTILLA SIMPLICATA, sp. nov. 
Long. 10 mm. 2. 
Hab. Mahaganay, Ceylon ( Yerbury). 
Belongs to the limited group of Mutz"lla kanarm Cam. 
and M. atomus Andre, distinguished by having no spots 
on the abdomen, having instead broad bands of reddish-
fulvous pubescence ; the legs red, the antenna:! black, 
reddish at the base. M. kanarm is a larger species than 
this, its thorax is red: the head covered above with fulvous 
pubescence; and the second abdominal segment fulvous 
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at the apex only; M. atomus has also the head red, and 
the antennre and thorax entirely ferruginous. 
Antennre stout, the basal three joints ferruginous ; 
the scape sparsely covered with longish, pale golden hair; 
the flagellum with a white, microscopic pile. Head as 
wide as the thorax ; dark ferruginous, darker on the 
vertex ; coarsely punctured, sparsely covered with long, 
pale golden hair; th<:> third joint of the antenn~ as long 
as the following two united. Thorax rounded in front, 
not much narrowed behind, the sides straight; above 
coarsely rugosely reticulated, sparsely covered with long, 
black hairs. Legs entirely ferruginous-red, covered with 
long, white hair ; the spurs pale ; the tibial spines stout, 
reddish. Abdomen black, velvety ; the apex of the basal 
segment covered rather densely with long, pale golden 
hair, the second segment broadly at the base , and the third 
and fourth entirely with golden, depressed pubescence; 
the other segments black, and bearing black hairs ; the 
pygidial area strongly longitudinally striolated. 
The thorax in my only example is somewhat crushed, 
and I cannot satisfactorily describe its sides; the meso-
pleurre app~ar, however, to be smooth; the median seg-
ment coarsely punctured, and sparsely covered with long, 
white hair. 
MUTILLA CEDIPUS Cam . 
Col. Bingham (le., p. 27) gives Mutilla cediptts Cam. 
(he calls it contracta) as the c of M. rot/meyi Cam. 
There is, however, no evidence, except surmise, that 
this is the case; and, like so many other species, it 
had better be kept distinct until direct observation 
shows what its female really is. Col. Bingham states 
further that it is not really apterous-that its wings 
have been torn off. There is nothing novel in the fact of 
there being an apterous male Mzttilla, for there is more 
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than one undoubted instance known; and, when such 1s 
the case, the form of the thorax in the d' approximates to 
that of the females. Such is certainly the case with M. 
cedipus, in which I am not only unable to find any trace of 
there having been wings, but so far as the hind wings are 
concerned, I cannot see where they could have been 
attached. The contracted thorax is well shown in my 
figure (Mandt. Memoz'rs, vol. xii., No. 4, pl. 4, f. 13). A 
comparison of my figure with that of 1W. peifecta Rad., 
shows great similarity between these apterous males in 
structure of the thorax.* 
Mutz'/la acidalz'a Cam., described ( /l,f anc!t. Memoirs, 
l.c., p. 56) in both sexes by me, is omitted entirely by 
Bingham. 
Col. Bingham also has overlooked my description of 
both sexes of Mutilla opu!enta (Mandt. Memoirs, le., 
p. 57). 
MUTILLA APICIPENNIS Cam. 
This species is not mentioned by Bingham under 
this name , unless he regards it as identical with M. 
pedunculata Klug (l.c., p. 51). If so, his description 
of the latter is defective in a very important point, 
namely, he says nothing about the petiole being serrate, 
or irregularly armed with teeth beneath, this being one of 
the most specific features whereby M. pedunculata is dis-
tinguished from the very closely-allied M. c/tlorotz'ca Grib. 
I have not at hand Klug's original description, but M . 
apz'cipennz's does not agree with Gribodo's description of 
JW. pedzmculata, e.g., the second abdominal segment is not 
coarsely and strongly rugosely punctured, M. apz'cipennz's 
having it only irregularly roughened at the base; in M. 
• For details regarding the apterous males, as well as the generic position 
of Mutilla apicipem1is and its allies, see the work of Radoszkowski, Hort1! 
Soc. Ent. Ross., XIX. 1885, and the more recent paper by )1. Ernest Andre, 
M!m. Soc. Zoo/ . .Fra11ce, 1896, pp. 261-277. 
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pedunculata the epipygium is said to be smooth, longitu-
dinally carinate in the middle; in M. apicipennis it is only 
smooth at the base, the rest closely rugosely punctured 
and without a trace of a keel (if., Gribodo, Ann. Mus. 
Civ. Genova, xx ., p. 390 ). M. pedunculata is known from 
Arabia and Berbera. It, with M. cltlorotz'ca Grib., and 
perhaps M. aszatica Rad., forms the genus or subgenus 
Trz'clzolabz'odes Rad. 
When I described M. apz'cipennz's, I relied (not having 
Klug's work to consult ) on the description of M. pedun-
culata given by Sichel and Radoszkowski in their Mono-
graph of the Old World Mutz'llz'dce. Their M.peduncu!ata 
is assuredly not M. apz'cipennis, but is perhaps M. c/zlorotz'ca 
Grib. It has not the petiole serrate beneath, nor is any 
mention made of there being two furrows on the meso-
notum . M. chlorotz'ca (also from Arabia) differs from M. 
apz'cipennis in having the abdomen without any black, the 
petiole without teeth, and all the abdominal segments 
obliquely punctured. It seems to me therefore clear that 
M. peduncu!ata Klug must be deleted from the lists of 
Oriental Mutz'llz'dce, unless the example from "Western 
India" recorded by Bingham, be the true M. pedunculata, 
in which case his description does not fit it. 
MUTILLA POSTHUMA, sp. nov. 
Long. 4·5 mm. 
Hab. Trincomali, Ceylon ( Yerbury). 
In the table (Manchester Memoz'rs, Vol. 5(1892),p.123-4) 
this species comes in at "15. Head red, wholly or in part." 
16. Abdomen with one spot and one band. 
16a. Head and thorax with golden hair; antennre 
entirely rufo-testaceous; pygidial area black, not longi-
tudinally striated. Length 7 mm. M poonaensis Cam. 
16b. Head and thorax without golden hair; antennre 
at the base pallid testaceous, fuscous towards the apex ; 
the pygidial area testaceous, distinctly longitudinally 
striated. Length 4·5 mm. M poslhuma. 
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The little M. atomus Andre is readily separated from 
it by the pygidium not being striated. Antenna! stout, 
thickened towards the apex ; pallid-testaceous, infuscated 
towards the apex, sparsely pilose, the third and fourth 
joints equal in length. Head, if anything, wider than the 
thorax ; the front and vertex strongly punctured, dark 
rufo-testaceous ; the oral region and the tubercles pallid-
testaceous, as is also the base of the mandibles ; the 
tubercles large, shining ; behind, the head is developed 
one-half the length of the eyes. Thorax, with the sides 
above, straight, slightly and gradually narrowed towards 
the apex; the mesonotum coarsely punctured; the median 
segment with a slight oblique slope, rounded at the top. 
Pleur~ slightly excavated, smooth and shining; the 
middle with long, white hair. Legs thickly covered with 
long, white hair; testaceous, the femora darker, the tarsi 
paler. Abdomen a little longer than the head and thorax; 
black, with a slight violaceous tinge; the base and apical 
segments rather thickly covered with long, pale hair; the 
anal segment rufo-testaceous, strongly longitudinally 
striolated. Ventral surface black ; the basal segment 
testaceous, with a straight, blunt centre ; the other 
segments fringed thickly with long, white hair. 
MUTILLA CONSOCIATA, sp. nov. 
Long. 5 mm. ~-
H ab. Trincomali, Ceylon ( Yerbury). 
Agrees closely with M. postltuma; but instead of the 
apex of the second abdominal segment being entirely 
covered with silvery pubescence, it has only a square mark 
of it in the centre, there being also similar marks on the 
fourth and fifth ; the anal segment is black and is only 
finely, not strongly, punctured, and, at the sides, is thickly 
covered with longish, stiff, black hairs ; the apex of the 
median segment is more sharply oblique, and not rounded 
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at the top ; the vertex is not so dark, nor the base of the 
antenna! so light, in tint. It also resembles M. regia Sm., 
but that is much larger; its abdomen has a very decided 
bluish tint; its mesonotum has in front a large mark of 
silvery pubescence, and the median segment has a rounde<l 
slope. Jlf. poonaensis may easily be known by its thorax 
being longer and distinctly narrowed towards the apex, 
the thorax of M. consociata being of uniform width. 
Head as wide as the thorax; the front and vertex 
coarsely punctured, the vertex slightly infuscated ; and 
with only a few short, black hairs; the oral region with 
some long silvery hairs; the tips of the mandibles black. 
Antenna! stout, rufous, blackish towards the apex ; the 
scape with a few large punctures and a few silvery hairs; 
the third joint twice the length of the second and one-
half the length of the fourth. Thorax short, of uniform 
width ; the mesonotum strongly punctured, sparsely 
covered with long, silvery hair; the median segments with 
a sharply oblique slope ; reticulated, and bearing long, 
fuscous hair ; the reticulations are weaker and smaller on 
the bottom. Pleura! shining, not excavated ; the middle 
thickly covered with long, depressed, silvery hair. Legs 
rufo-testaceous, thickly covered with long, white hair ; the 
hinder knees infuscated. Abdomen hardly so long as the 
head and thorax united ; deep black ; an elongated mark 
of silvery pubescence in the centre of the second segment, 
a transverse one at its apex, and one in the centre of the 
fourth and fifth segments; the anal segment finely longi-
tudinally striated ; the centre in the middle piceous ; the 
ventral segments thickly covered with long, white, silvery 
hair. 
MUTILLA INDECORA, sp. nov. (PJ.° 4, fig. r.) 
Long. 4 mm. 
Hab. Ceylon, Trincomali ( Yerbury). 
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Agrees with M. serratula Cam. and M. veda Cam. in 
having the thorax spined and the abdomen with golden 
markings. From M. serratula it may be known by its 
head being red, not black, by having only a golden 
mark on the apex of the second abdominal segment, not a 
complete band, and by the metapleurce being coarsely 
punctured; M. veda is to be known from it by the large 
belt of golden pubescence on the apex of the second 
abdominal segment, by the much less strongly punctured 
metapleurce, and by the apical abdominal segment above 
being densely covered with golden pubescence. 
Head, if anything, wider t]:ian the thorax ; dark 
rufous, slightly infuscated on the vertex ; strongly and 
coarsely puncture?, thickly covered with long fuscous hair; 
the space behind the eyes as long as the eyes; the oral 
region thickly covered with long, white hair. Mandibles 
rufous, their apices broadly black. Antenna: stout, the 
flagellum blackish; the scape rufo-testaceous, shining, 
sparsely covered with longish, white hair, and having some 
large punctures. Thorax somewhat narrower than the 
head and about double its length, of nearly equal length 
throughout, closely rugosely punctured; the median seg-
ment with an oblique slope, and punctured all over, the 
punctures distinctly separated; at the top is one large 
central tooth and four smaller lateral ones. Pro-, meso- and 
base of meta-pleura: shining, impunctate; the rest of the 
metapleurce strongly punctured, the punctures large and 
deep. At the apex of the mesopleurce above is a large 
tooth ; on the sloping part of the metapleurce are six 
smaller teeth also above. Legs stout, rufo-testaceous, the 
spurs paler; thickly covered with long, pale, fuscous hair; 
on the hinder tibia: are four long, sharp spines. Abdomen 
broad at the base; closely punctured; on the apex of the 
first segment is a roundish spot of golden pubescence; on 
the apex of the second in the middle is a similar mark, 
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double its size, and narrowed at the base; on the centre of 
the third is a small patch ; and the apical segment is 
entirely covered with a long, pale golden hair. Ventral 
segments punctured, closely covered with long, white hair. 
MUTILLA ERNEST!, sp. nov. 
Long. 5 mm. 
Hab. Trincomali, Ceylon ( Yerbury). 
Belongs to the group of M. serratula Cam., except that 
the head is not black, only dark ferruginous. From 
M. veda and M. indecora, it may be known by the darker 
colour of the head and thorax, by the deeper tint of the 
abdominal marks, and by the second abdominal segment 
being distinctly longitudinally striolated. 
Head as wide as the thorax ; the sides behind the 
eyes straight, and as long as the eyes ; strongly punctured, 
shining, sparsely covered with long, fuscous hair ; the 
antenna! tubercles shining, smooth, piceous at the apex. 
Oral region piceous ; mandibles ferruginous, broadly black 
at the apex. The scape and basal two joints of the 
flagellum ferruginous ; the flagellum brownish beneath ; 
the third joint is distinctly longer than the fourth. Thorax 
about twice the length of the head and of about the same 
width, scarcely narrowed towards the apex; above coarsely 
rugosely punctured ; at the base the sides project into 
a stout, blunt, triangular tooth, in the middle there is 
a smaller triangular tooth, and at the top of the median 
segment on the sides are a few teeth, the lower indistinct. 
The median segment has a sharp oblique slope, which is 
for the greater part blackish ; the top serrate, the three 
middle teeth being much the larger. Except the apex 
of the metapleurce, which is strongly punctured, the 
pleurce are shining and impunctate. Abdomen black; the 
apex of the first segment with a small, the second with 
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a much larger, semicircular mark of deep orange pubes-
cence, mixed with pale golden hairs; the second segment 
longitudinally striolated. 
MUTILLA LITIGIOSA, sp. nov. 
Long. 8 mm. <_jl. 
Bab. Trincomali, Ceylon. 
In Bingham's table, this species comes 111 on p. 4-
" Second abdominal segment with two spots, the spots 
medial, one above the other." 
The spots golden. 
Legs and scape of antennre red. 111". pulta Andre. 
,, 
" 
,, black. M. litigiosa. 
Antennre stout, tapering very distinctly towards the apex, 
the scape sparsely covered with longish white hair ; the 
flagellum bare, or with a microscopic pile ; the apex of 
the scape and the base of the flagellum rufous beneath ; 
the third joint nearly one-half longer than the fourth. 
Head as wide as the middle of the thorax ; coarsely 
rugosely punctured ; sparsely covered with long, fuscous 
hair on the vertex ; on the face and oral region the hairs 
are paler, silvery white and more numerous ; the base of 
the mandibles piceous. Thorax rufous, except on the 
sternum ; rounded at the base and apex, becoming 
gradually, but not very much, thicker towards the apex; 
above coarsely rugosely punctured ; the pleurre excavated, 
smooth and shining ; their lower part black, and thickly 
covered with long, white hair; the median segment 
broadly rounded at the top, and with an oblique slope. 
Legs black ; the tarsi more or less rufous towards the 
apex ; the femora sparsely, the tibire more thickly, 
covered with white hairs, the tarsi with the hai<s thicker 
and stiffer; the calcaria pale. Abdomen longer than the 
head and thorax united ; black ; a fringe of longish, 
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golden hair on the apex of the first segment ; a roundish 
mark near the base of the second segment in the middle ; 
a semicircular one on the extreme apex; and a broad belt 
of golden pubescence on the apex of the third ; the other 
segments at the sides with long, pale golden hair ; the 
pygidial area rufous in the centre, strongly and uniformly 
longitudinally striolated. The basal ventral segment 
rufous at the sides ; the base with two stout curved keels ; 
shining; the central keel stout, straight ; the second 
segment stoutly punctured ; the other segments at the 
base finely transversely striated ; their apices closely 
punctured, as are also their sides ; and they are covered 
sparsely with long, pale hair. 
This species has a considerable resemblance to JJ.1. 
buddha Cam., but that is longer; its legs are stouter 
shorter and more thickly haired; the basal abdominal 
segment is wider compared with the second and more dis-
tinctly separated from it, the second segment itself being 
of equal breadth at base an<l apex, whereas in M. litigz"osa 
the base of the segment is narrower than the apex; and 
in JIii. buddlta the pygidium is not striolated. 
MUTILLA FALLACIOSA, sp. nov. 
Long. 7-8 mm. 
Hab. Trincomali, Ceylon ( Yerbury ). 
Similar in form and coloration-black, with the thorax 
red above, the second abdominal segment with two white 
round spots, the one behind the other, and the whole of 
the third segment covered with silvery hair-to M. con-
stancice, but easily separated by the very roughly tubercu-
lated median segment. Is also not unlike M. lz"tzgiosa 
described in this paper, but that has the pleur~ red, the 
head more coarsely and not so thickiy punctured, and the 
base of the thorax above is not black. Also not unlike 
M. dives Cam ., but differs in the tuberculated median 
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segment, in the densely pilose head, and in the median 
segment not being so sharply oblique. 
Head nearly as wide as the thorax ; rugosely punc-
tured; rather thickly covered with longish, silvery and 
more sparsely with longer, fuscous hairs ; the antenna! 
tubercles and the basal half of the mandibles above, rufous ; 
rounded at the sides behind, it being there nearly the 
length of the eyes; the scape of the antenna:! covered with 
long, silvery hair; the flagellum covered with a close, white 
down; the third joint is a little, but still distinctly, longer 
than the fourth. Thorax twice the length of the head; 
black ; the meso- and meta-notum red, except the base 
and sides of the former; the mesonotum coarsely rugosely 
punctured, sparsely covered with short, depressed, golden 
hairs ; the median segment with a rounded slope, almost 
oblique towards the apex, where it is black; coarsely 
reticulated; the base coarsely tuberculated, the tubercles 
largest in the middle . The sides of the th orax above 
almost straight, rough; the eyes bearing very long, blackish 
hairs . The pleura:! above rugosely punctured; the rest 
smooth and shining; their lower part thickly covered with 
long, silvery hair. Legs thickly covered with long, silvery 
hair; the spines on the hinder tibi a:! long , sharp. Abdomen 
as long as the head and thorax united; deep, velvety 
black; the basal segment thickly covered with silvery 
pubescet1ce; there is a spot of silvery pubescence on the 
second segment in the centre; there is a mark, broader 
than long, a smaller almost square one in the centre, and the 
whole of the third segment is covered with silvery pubes-
cence; the segments are also sparsely covered with longish, 
black hair. Pygidial area longitudinally striolated, rufous 
in the centre. Petiole beneath with a blunt, slightly curved 
keel; the second segment somewhat thickly at the apex , 
and the other ventral segments thickly covered with long, 
silvery hair. 
16 CAMERON, Hymenoptera Orientalia. 
MUTILLA STULTA, sp. nov. 
Long. 8 mm. <j>. 
Hab. Trincomali, Ceylon ( Yerbzt1y). 
In Bingham's Table, (l.c., p. 5) this species comes in at 
"b 1• Spot silvery white . b2. First abdominal segment not 
ciliated with white hairs. a8• Second abdominal segment 
with a transverse band of white pubescence on its apical 
margin in addition to the spot," but it is very different 
from M. decora Sm., the representative of this section. 
With M. trimaculata it has no near relationship; but, 
judging from the descriptions, it must be nearly related 
to M. coronota Bingham. It is not M: stridula Rossi, 
sec. Rad.= coronota Fab., for that has the first segment 
"arme de dents et carene," which is not the case here; nor 
has it the pygidial area "ovale, assez grand, finement strie," 
nor are the tarsi reddish. It is not the coronota of Saussure, 
Reise der Novara, Hymen. p. 106, who quotes his Ceylonese 
species as doubtfully i<;lentical with M. coronota Fab. 
M. coronota Sauss. has the pleur~ "omnis excavata et 
polita, postice ad marginem leviter rugulata," while in the 
present species, the pro- and meta -pleur~, are strongly 
and coarsely punctured. 
Head wider than the thorax; black, the tubercles and 
the middle of the mandibles broadly rufous; coarsely 
punctured, the punctures large and deep; there is a dis-
tinct keel down the middle of the front; thickly covered 
with long, fuscous hair; the tubercles large, shining, im-
punctate, a fine keel between them; over them is a 
moderately thick, curved keel; behind the eyes the head 
is obliquely narrowed. Antenn~ stout, the scape shining, 
sparsely covered with longish, pale hairs; the flagellum 
opaque, covered with a white down. Thorax distinctly 
narrower than the head, narrowed towards the base and 
apex; the pro- and meso-notum coarsely longitudinally 
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punctured, sparsely covered wit h short, black hair; the 
median segment has the hair much longer, especially at 
the base; the base is rounded, the apex oblique and has 
down its centre a keel ; reticulated, the reticulations larger 
at the base; at the apex of the scutellar region is a trans-
verse keel; and, in the centre of the median segment at 
the top, is a curved scale-like projection. At the apex of 
the mesothorax and at the base of the median segment is 
a small, projecting, roundish tubercle. The propleurce 
rather coarsely punctured; the mesop!eurce not much 
excavated; smooth and shining, except over the middle 
coxce, where it is punctured; in the middle on the lower 
half is a black, curved, oblique furrow; the metapleurce 
coarsely punctured behind the oblique furrow. Legs 
black, thickly covered with pale hair; the tibial spines are 
few and longish; the spurs pale. Abdomen not much 
longer than the head and thorax united; a mark of white 
pubescence on the base of the second segment, which is, 
at the apex, thickly covered with white hair, forming a 
broad belt; the penultimate segment covered with long, 
white hair; the pygidial area smooth, shining, impunctate; 
the second segment is strongly punctured. Petiole beneath 
more or less piceous, the apical parts bluntly keeled ; the 
apex itself obliquely pointed, the second ventral segment 
coarsely punctured, sparsely covered with short, white 
hair; a reddish transverse band before the apex; the 
third and following segments covered with long, white 
hair; the apices of the other segments (including the last) 
strongly punctured. 
SCOLIID.t'E. 
TIPHIA FULVOHIRTA, sp. nov. 
Long. 8 mm. 0 . 
Hab. Poona ( Wroug!tton). 
In Bingham's table (l.c.,p. 57)this species comes into the 
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section: "Wings hyaline or flavo-hyaline : b2• Median 
segment with three longitudinal carin~; a4• Clypeus incised 
at apex:" 
The area on the median segment nearly as broad as long: 
the metapleurre with only 8 semi-oblique keels at the top; 
apex of abdomen not densely covered with fulvous hair. 
T. inci'sa Cam. 
The area on the median segment distinctly longer than 
broad : the metapleurre strongly obliquely striolated all 
over, with much more than eight keels, the apical 
abdominal segments densely covered with fulvous hair. 
T. fulvohirta. 
Head shining, rather thickly covered with longish 
fuscous hair, above the antenn~ closely rugose, the front 
and vertex with large, deep punctures, which are more 
numerous and closer together near the eyes ; the clypeus, 
except at the apex, closely punctured, thickly covered 
with long, white hair; the apex in the middle smooth, 
and shining, and with a wide, distinct incision. Mandibles 
black, towards the apex broadly rufous : covered with 
long, white hair; the palpi testaceous. Antenn~ stout, 
the scape strongly punctured, covered with longish, fuscous 
hair ; the flagellum fuscous beneath, almost glabrous. 
Pronotum in front shining, the base impunctate, the rest 
of it covered with large, distinctly separated punctures, 
except a broad impunctate band on the apex; 
mesonotum with the punctures larger and more widely 
separated than on the pronotum; the scutellum punctured 
like the mesonotum, but with the punctures more widely 
separated; the post-scutellum punctured like the scutellum, 
but with the punctures smaller. The central area on the 
median segment with two keels: the space inside them 
transversely, rugosely punctured, except for a small shining 
depression at the apex ; the inner side of the lateral are~ 
rugose, the outer aciculated; the apex crenulated; the 
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apex of the segment has an oblique slope and is closely 
rugosely punctured. The base of the propleurce acicu-
lated longitudinally, the upper part with large, deep 
pur.ctures ; the apex, except at the top, closely longi-
tudinally striated, this part being separated from the rest 
by a curved furrow ; the lower part, under the larger 
punctures, smooth, impunctate. Mesopleurce strongly 
punctured, except immediately under the wings, where 
there is a small impunctate space, separated from 
the rest by a deep, wide, curved furrow. Legs thickly 
covered with long, white hair; the fore knees, tibice and 
tarsi more or less rufous . Wings hyaline, with a decided 
greyish-fuscous tinge towards the apex; the stigma black, 
the nervures fuscous. Petiole shining, marked with 
scattered punctures, the apex, especially in the middle, 
almost impunctate; the second segment punctured , except 
in the middle towards the apex; its base obliquely 
depressed: the third and following segments opaque, 
closely and strongly punctured, thickly covered with long, 
pale fulvous hair. The ventral segments punctured, the 
punctures becoming sma ller and more numerous towards 
the apex ; the last segment with an impunctate line down 
the centre. 
The rufous colour on the fore legs is not a specific 
character in this, or in the allied species, as the amount of 
it varies considerably . The same remark applies to the 
quantity of rufous or brownish in the colour of the 
antennce. There is no trace of a central keel on the 
median segment in the present species. 
Tzp!tz"a tarsata Cam. and T. magrett£ Cam. are omitted 
by Bingham; so also is T. femorata Fab., a European 
species recorded by Magretti, from Burma (Ann. Mus . 
C£v. Genova, (2) xii., 248). 
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MYZINE BENGALENSIS, sp. nov. 
Long. I 5 mm. <i>. 
Hab. Poona, Bengal ( Wrouglzton). 
Bingham (l.c.,p.65)has been unable to assign the males 
of the Indian species to their respective females, and 
describes 7 males and 7 females as distinct species. 
Doubtless direct observation will be necessary to unite the 
sexes correctly; and, in default of this information, there 
is no course open but to treat them as distinct species. 
Of males, no species is described with red on the abdomen; 
but of females, there are three with the abdomen red 
wholly or in part. Of these the present species comes 
nearest to M. mandafenszs Magretti, but that has segments 
1-5 of the abdomen red and both wings hyaline at the 
base, the anal segments fuscous, the posterior wings 
"hyaline, the extreme apex somewhat fuscescent," the 
tegul ;:e flavo-testaceous, and, in length, it is only 9-10 mm. 
Head shining, rather thickly covered with long, white 
hair; the vertex with scattered punctures, except in the 
centre behind the ocelli; the ocellar region being also 
without punctures; the front more closely and strongly 
punctured ; the clypeus strongly punctured except the 
apex ; its middle carinate. Mandibles black, slightly 
rufous in the middle; the palpi dark testaceous. Scape 
of antenn;:e shining, sparsely covered with long, pale 
fulvous hair, and with large, deep punctures ; the second 
joint also shining and punctured; the flagellum opaque, 
thinly covered with a pale down, the under side brownish ; 
the basal joints produced on the under side beneath. The 
base of the pronotum transversely aciculate ; the apex 
bearing all over large, deep punctures, and sparsely covered 
with long, pale fulvous hair. Mesonotum shining, having 
some large, peep punctures; and a deep, wide inner and a 
much narrower outer furrow on its apical two-thirds. Scu-
tellum shining , its sides and apex bordered with large, 
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deep punctures ; near the centre there is one distinct row 
and a few other punctures. Post-scutellum shining and 
slightly punctured in the middle; the sides strongly acicu-
lated. Median segment strongly aciculated, the apex with 
the sides closely transversely striated; down the centre at 
the base are two flat, irregular keels. Propleurce punc-
tured; the apex closely obliquely striolated except at the 
top , which is punctured; the metapleurce stoutly obliquely 
striolated; the upper part closely and finely at the base 
above. The cox;:e and femora shining, sparsely covered 
with long, white hair, this being also the case with the fore 
tibice and tarsi; the four hinder tibi ce very thickly covered 
with stiff, white hair; their calcaria pale fulvous; the tarsal 
hairs silvery, their sp ines pale fulvous. Wings violaceous, 
the base of the hinder pair hyaline . Abdomen ferruginous, 
the two apical segments black; the sides and apex rather 
thickly covered with long, white hair; the basa l segment 
with shallow, widely separated punctures ; the other 
segments with the punctures fewer in number and more 
widely separated; the pygidium coarsely punctured, 
except at the apex, which is pale yellow, dull rufous 
behind ; the ventral surface covered, not very thickly, with 
long, white hair. 
A smaller species than M. violaceipennis, to which it is 
closely allied; but from which it is very distinct, differing 
greatly in the sculpture of the thorax, the pronotum in 
M. violacez'pennis being very coarsely longitudinally strio-
lated, and the scutellum very coarsely punctured; while 
in the present species those parts bear only scattered 
punctures ; the punctures on the head are also fewer, and 
neither so large nor so deep. 
MYZINE VIOLACEIPENNIS, S_/J. nov. 
Long. 19-20 mm. <j>. 
Hab. Poona, Bombay ( Wrougliton). 
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In Bingham's table (l.c., p. 65), it comes in at" a 1• Black, 
2nd, 3rd, and base of 4th abdominal segment red, hind 
wings hyaline at base." 
Which will now have to be sub-divided, as the terms 
will apply to two species. 
I. Mesonotum rugose, post-scutellum and median 
segment smooth and shining. M. madraspatana Sd.1. 
2. Mesonotum smooth, except for a few large, scattered 
punctures at the apex; post-scutellum rugose, with a few 
large punctures in themiddle; the median segment opaque, 
uniformly finely rugose. M. violaceipennis. 
Head black, shining ; the middle of the vertex with a 
large, smooth space, except for four small punctures 
placed in a curve in front of a large, deep one; the rest of 
the front and vertex with large, deep, widely separated 
punctures, being, if anything, larger and distinctly more 
numerous over the antenna!, clypeus coarsely punctured, 
except at the extreme apex; the middle not carinate, 
mandibles entirely black, fringed with long, pale golden 
hair; the pal pi dark testaceous. First and second joints 
of the antenna! shining, bearing some large, deep 
punctures; the flagellum pruinose, the microscopic pile 
giving it a whitish appearance. The base of the pronotum 
transversely coarsely aciculated; the vertical part smooth, 
impunctate; the basal part very coarsely rugose, the 
punctures very large, deep and elongated, running more 
or less into each other; mesonotum smooth and shining; 
on its apical half are a few large, deep, oval and round 
punctures; on the apical half there is, on each side, a 
narrow but distinct furrow. Scutellum very coarsely and 
deeply punctured all over; post-scutellum coarsely acicu-
lated at the sides ; its centre with a few moderately large 
punctures, median segment coarsely aciculated, opaque, the 
sides of the basal part obscurely transversely striated; the 
apex sharply oblique, its sides punctured, but not strongly; 
down the middle of the basal part runs a straight furrow, 
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slightly narrowed towards the apex ; its sides bordered by 
sharp keels, its centre with stout transverse keels. Pro-
pleurre strongly punctured at the base; the apical half 
strongly longitudinally striated ; th e mesopleurre coarsely 
punctured, except at the apex; the metapleurre strongly 
closely obliquely striated all over. Wings uniformly 
deeply violaceous, except the hinder pair at the base. 
Legs entirely black, shining, the femora sparsely covered 
with long, pale hair; the outer side of the hind tibire 
thickly covered with white hair and more sparsely with 
thick, pale fulvous spines; on the apex of the posterior tibire 
on the inner side is a thick patch of depressed, pale hair, 
and in front of the calcaria are four stout, pale fulvous 
spines; the calcaria pale fulvous: the tarsal spines rufous. 
Abdomen shining, smooth : the petiole black, except 
at the apex, which is red like the 2nd, 3rd , and the basal 
three-fourths of the 4th segment. The pygidium coarsely 
irregularly longitudinally striolated, the strire becoming 
smaller and less distinct towards the apex ; its sides bear 
long, pale hairs . The ventral segments are coloured like 
the dorsal ; the third, fourth, and fifth finely punctured at 
the base and apex: their middle with som.:'! large punctures; 
the sixth with the punctures fewer and more scattered. 
POMPILIDJE . 
P0i\IPILUS ICHNEUM0NIF0RMIS Cam. 
This is probably the species described by Bingham 
(l.c., p. I IO), as Pseudag enia deceptrix Sm. The two in 
my opinion are not identical, and my type does not 
agree with Smith's (now in the Oxford Museum). P. 
deceptri:t: is from Celebes. 
SPHEGIDJE. 
LARRADA EXTENSA Walker. 
This species is omitted by Bingham. It is from 
Ceylon. (Cf. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., Vol.v. ( 1860), p.305.) 
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SPHEX ROTHNEYI Cam. 
Bingham regards this as identical with Splzex vicinus 
Lep., a species very badly described, and placed by Kohl 
in his Monograph among the unidentifiable species. S. 
rotltneyi is, however, very probably only a local form of 
Spltez pntz'nosus Germar, a species recorded from South 
Eastern Europe, Western Asia, and orth Africa (Syria, 
Caucasus, Soudan). If the two be identical S. pruinosus 
has a very wide range, as have a few other species of the 
same genus. 
SPHEX XANTHOPTERUS Cam. 
When I described this species as new (Manclz. Mem., 
(4) ii., p. ro9) I was quite justified in doing so, as no such 
species had been recorded from the old world, and my 
name has been adopted by Kohl and Bingham. Kohl, 
however, has since (Ann. k.k. Hofmus. Wz'en, x., p. 52) 
recognized it, by an examination of the type in the Berlin 
Museum, as the same as Splte,t: cinerascens Dahlbom (Hym. 
Eur., i., pp. 25 and 436). From this it follows that the 
American locality given by Dahlbom must have been 
erroneous. 
SPHEX FLAVOVESTITUS Sm. 
This Indian species is omitted by Bingham. The 
description (Cat. Hym. Ins. Brit. 1}fus., iv., p. 253) is not 
very satisfactory; but, as the type is in the British Museum, 
an examination of it would either establish its specific 
distinctness, or give it decent burial in the synonomy. 
SPHF.X DEPLANATUS Kohl. 
This species is omitted by Bingham. The following 
is Kohl's description (Ann. k.k. Hofmus. Wien, x ., p. 53). 
"o. Niger; abdomen ex parte ru.fum. Pedes nzgri. 
AlCIJ £nfitscatCIJ violaceo-resplendentes. Caput et tlzorax 
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albopil osa, segmentu,n medianzrnt supra albo-vi llosa. Clypeus 
pubescentia argenteo-alba adpressa. Oculorum margine s 
interiores ad verticem longz'tudine flagelli articu li 2di + 
duarum tertianmt 3tii ad clJ,pewn paullulo minus approx i-
mati sunt. Scutellzt11t !taud convexum, /ere deplanatum. 
Post-scutellum non sellce instar ut in Sph. aurulento 
impressztm. Area dorsa!z's segmenti mediani rugi s quinqzte 
transverse rugosa . Petiolus aliqzta1ltztm brevior est quam 
in Sph. aurulent o F , mu lto brevior qztam in Sph . pruino so 
G.: longitudine anten1tantm flagelli articulo secundo 
aequa/is; paullulum brevior tarsipostic£ secuudi, sed paullulo 
longior tertio." 
Lon g. 20 mm. 
H ab. Cey Ion. 
Allied to S. pruinosus and S. aurulentus. 
A LYSON RUF ICOLLE, sp. nov. 
Nigrum, protlwrace, mesonoto cum scutello mesopleuris-
que rujis, ore flagelloque antennanmz sztbtus fla vz's; alz's 
liyalinz's, nervis fitscz's. o . 
Long. fere 5 mm. 
H ab. Kandy, Ceylon ( Yerbury). 
Head black ; a line on the inner orbits of the eyes 
from near the top, labrum, clypeus, mandibles, and 
pal pi, yellow; the tips of the mandibles black ; front and 
vertex closely punctured, thickly covered with black hair; 
the clypeus and mandibles with much longer white hair. 
Pro- and meso-notum closely, but not strongly, punctured; 
the prothorax entirely, except a black mark on the base ia 
front, the mesonotum with the scutellum and post-
scutellum and the mesopleur ce, red ; the median segment 
with two sto ut converging (but not uniting) keels in the 
centre, inside of which are two oblique keels , which unite 
to them shortly beyond the middle of the basal regi on ; 
inside of the se there are some stout transver se keels, 
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except at the apex ; the apex is rounded ; down the 
middle is a straight stout keel; across the middle a stout, 
transverse one, at the side of this are two short , curved, 
irregular keels; at the apex itself there is, on each 
side, a stout, oblique keel. The base of the propleurce 
distinctly aciculated ; in the centre of the mesopleurce is 
a wide, moderately deep, oblique depression. Legs black ; 
the apex of the anterior coxce white ; the anterior knees, 
tibi ce and tarsi pale testaceous ; the apex of the posterior 
coxce, the apex of the trochanters and a broad band near 
the apex of the tibice, testaceous ; the extreme apex of 
the hinder femora and its large tooth, piceous. Wings 
hyaline, but with a faint fuscous tint; the nervures 
fuscous ; the recurrent nervures interstitial ; abdomen 
shining, impunctate; the macul ce large, pallid yellow. 
A very distinct species from A. annul£pes, being 
readily known from it by the red collar, and by the 
absence of a fascia in the anterior wings. 
DIODONTUS GENICULATUS, sp. nov. 
Niger, nitzdus, segmento mediano striolato ,- mrmdibul£s 
tegul£sque Jlavis ,- basi tibiarum testaceo ; al£s lzyalinis, 
nervis .fu.scz"s, stigmate nigro. ~-
Long. 4-5 mm. 
Hab. Mussooree, 6,000 ft. (Ro t/zney). 
Comes near to D. striolatus Cam. from Lahore (Man-
chester Memoirs, z/£., p. I9 ), but readily separated from it 
by the pro- and meso-pleurce not being striated, by the 
four hinder tibice being black, except at the base, and by 
the strongly transversely and longitudinally striolated 
median segment. 
Head large, wider than the thorax ; almost shining, 
bearing some shallow, not very distinct, punctures ; the 
front and vertex with a sparse, microscopic black pik; the 
oral region with a silvery pubescence and with long, white, 
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soft hairs ; the clypeus with a small tooth on either side, 
the centre not being incised. Mandibles large ; the basal 
half yellow; the apical piceous; the pal pi dirty yellow; 
antenna! entirely black ; the scape shining, bare, im-
punctate; the flagellum covered with a microscopic down; 
the third and fourth joints equal in length. Thorax shining, 
glabrous, except for a very slight microscopic pile ; the 
median segment strongly aciculated, and with six longish, 
and three very short, irregular, longitudinal keels in the 
centre, the lateral pairs being united at the apices by a 
curved keel; the apex has an oblique slope, is irregularly 
transversely striated and has an elongated fovea in the 
middle; it is closely covered with a short, fuscous pile. 
Pro- and meta-pleura! shining; the mesopleur::e sha-
greened ; the metapleura! with a few oblique, not very 
distinct, keels. Wings clear hyaline; the second cubital 
cellule half as long at the top as it is at the bottom; the 
second recurrent nervure is received very shortly beyond 
the middle of the cellule. Legs stout, covered with a 
white pubescence; the tarsi more or less rufo-testaceous ; 
the base of all the tibia! testaceous all round ; and the 
anterior more or less testaceous in front; the hinder pair 
only testaceous at the base and bearing fine stout spines. 
Abdomen somewhat shorter than the head and thorax 
united, shining, pruinose; the pygidial area strongly 
aciculated ; the sides distinctly keeled. 
PASSALOECUS RETICULATUS, sp. nov. (Pl. 4, fig. 2. ) 
Nz'gro-caent!ezts; genz'culz's, tz'bz'z's tarsz'sque testacezs, 
alz's lzya!z'n£s, stzgmate fitsco, nervis pa!lz'de .flavis. <?. 
Long. 5 mm. 
Hab. Barrackpore (Rotlmey ). 
Head shining, apparently bare ; black with a greenish 
hue ; the front broadly hollowed ; the hollow bordered by 
a stout keel, which originates in the front of the anterior 
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ocellus, where it bifurcates; from the side of the fore ocellus 
a narrower keel runs to the side, uniting with the larger 
keel before the eyes ; the space between the keel and the 
eyes is stoutly crenulated. On the upper half of the eyes, 
but not touching them, is a narrow furrow; behind, on the 
upper half is a much wider, deeper, crenulated furrow ; 
the lower part of the eyes on the inner and apical side is 
distinctly margined by a keel. Antenn;:e black, the scape 
slightly, the flagellum broadly, testaceous beneath. Thorax 
black, with a greenish tinge; the mesonotum shagreened; 
a fine transverse furrow at the base of the scutellum ; 
down the centre of the mesonotum are two wide furrows 
which slightly converge towards the scutellum and are, 
towards the apex, slightly crenulated ; in the centre are 
two obscure longitudinal furrows; and, outside the central, 
there are two narrower, complete furrows, which are dis-
tinctly curved towards the base of the thorax. At the 
base of the scutellum there is a wide, deep, straight furrow 
behind the narrower one. Scutellum large, indistinctly 
keeled down the middle; the sides straight, distinctly 
margined ; post-scutellum distinct; the sides obliquely 
truncated towards the apex. Median segment with a 
decided coppery-greenish tint ; the base completely areo-
lated ; all the are;:e being distinctly defined ; the middle 
portion is entirely occupied by a deep pentagonal area, 
wider than long and, of which, the apex is rounded 
inwardly; down its centre is a narrow furrow, and near its 
apex are two stout, transverse, somewhat curved keels ; 
the apex itself is perpendicular and transversely roughened. 
In front of the tegulce are two or three stout keels, and 
inside of these a few large, round punctures . Wings clear 
hyaline, the stigma fuscous, paler above; the costa in front of 
it fuscous, the rest of it and the nervures yellow; the second 
cubital nervure narrowed on the lower side ; the second 
recurrent nervure almost interstitial. Femora sparsely 
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covered with white hair ; the trochanters, apex of femora, 
tibia:, and tarsi rufo-testaceous. Petiole as long as the 
hinder coxa: ; coarsely shagreened, the sides distinctly 
margined; beneath,it is prolonged to the apex of the second 
segment; the base of the third segment being obliquely 
truncated beneath, it forms, with the apex of the petiole, a 
wide, triangular incision. The rest of the abdomen smooth 
and shining; the apex without a pygidial area. 
In some respects this species is intermediate between 
Penzpltredon and Passaloecus, its petiole being longer 
than it is in the latter, but much shorter than in 
the former, from which it further differs in the hinder 
tibia: not being spined ; in the head not being covered 
with long . hair; in the margined eyes, in the vertex 
and hollowed front bearing keels ; and in the median 
segment having keels which form large distinct area:, 
the lower part of the segment, too, being largely and 
deeply hollowed. The labrum is not emarginate at the 
apex, so far as I can make out from the dense silvery 
pubescence which covers the mouth ; the mandibles are 
large, not furrowed ; oblique at the apex, where there is 
one large, acute tooth, and a much smaller and blunter one, 
next to it. The eyes reach to the base of the mandibles 
and are parallel ; the antenna: are situated quite close to 
the base of the clypeus, but not touching it; the transverse 
basal nervure is interstitial ; on the mesopleura: there is 
one distinct, moderately wide and deep, complete, longi-
tudinal furrow. The second cubital cellule is much 
narrower than it is in either Pempltredron or Passaloecus 
proper, and is much narrowed on the lower side; the 
stigma is large ; the radial cellule elongate, lanceolate ; 
in the female, there is no pygidial area. The tubercules 
do not reach to the tegula:. 
This species, having only one longitudinal furrow on the 
mesopieura:, is a Passaloecus as limited by Verhoeff ( Ent. 
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Nae/tr., xxiv., p. 383) who forms for the species having two 
longitudinal furrows the sub-genus Coeloecus and for those 
having three the sub-genus Hero ecus. 
Only one oriental Pass aloecus is known, viz., P. levipes 
Bingham, (I.e., p. 267),from Karennee, Tenasserim, 4,000 ft., 
which is very different from the species here described ; 
e.g., the median segment is tranversely striated, the head 
is without keels, the thorax not punctured, &c. No 
mention is made either in the generic or specific descriptions 
of there being any furrows on the mesopleurce or on the 
mesonotum. 
CRABRO TAPROBAN tE , sp. nov. 
lVz"ger, scapo antennaru1n subtus, mandz"bulis, linea 
pronoti, maculis duabus scutellz", maculis 2 abdominz"s, tibzis 
tarszsque pro farte jlavzs; a/is lzyalinis, nervzs mgris. <i?. 
Long. fere I I mm. 
Hab. Trincomali, Ceylon ( Yerbury ). 
This species does not fit into any of the sections in 
Bingham's table (fr., p. 321). The present species might be 
'following his table ) characterized as follows: 
Enclosed space at base of median segment with five 
short, stout, widely separated strire ; coarsely aciculated ; 
the sides of the segment next the enclosed space with 
some oblique strire; the third abdominal segments with two 
transverse yellow lines at the base. 
Black; al utaceous; the mandibles, except at the apex, 
the scape of the antenn ce, a broad line, somewhat inter-
rupted in the middle, on the pronotum, the tubercles, a 
somewhat smaller mark behind them under the tegulce, a 
mark on either side of the scutellum at the base, a smaller 
mark on the mesonotum next to this and nearer the wings, 
and an elongated line on either side of the third abdo-
minal segment at the base, yellow. Head large, aluta-
ceous, the front and vertex with a microscopic, fuscous 
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pile; the lower three-fourths of the orbits densely covered 
with a silvery pubescence; the clypeus covered with 
a longer and denser silvery pubescence. Ocelli . · . 
Clypeus stoutly keeled in the middle, its apex slightly 
projecting ; mandibles yellow ; the teeth black, the part 
at their base piceous. Scape of the antennre shining, 
yellow, glabrous ; the flagellum black, and covered with 
a microscopic down . Pronotum thickly covered with 
fuscous pubescence ; the mesonotum thickly covered with 
a microscopic pile ; the depression at the base of the 
scutellum crenulated; the post-scutellum closely longitudi-
nally punctured; median segment finelyrugoselypunctured: 
the enclosed space at the base with a shallow, somewhat 
crenulated furrow in its centre ; on either side of this are 
one short, and four longer, longitudinal keels ; at the sides 
are a few oblique keels; the apex of the segment has a 
rounded, slightly oblique slope and is densely covered with 
white pubescence; its centre with a shallow furrow; its 
sides with a sharp keel extending from the base to the 
apex . Propleurre hollowed, glabrous ; the base with three 
stout, curved keels turned towards the base, and one 
turned towards the apex ; the mesopleur re alutaceous , 
densely covered with white pile ; behind the tubercles is a 
sharp, distinct keel, oblique at the base, then following the 
edge of the pleurre to the sternum ; immediately behind 
the yellow mark is a distinct oblique furrow, running to 
the sternum, where it joins the keel. Metapleurre closely 
and uniformly obliquely striated, except at the base, where 
there are, at the top, five longish, and, at the bottom, five 
shorter strire ; the two sorts bei:ig separated by a space. 
Legs black; the fore femora broadly yellow at the base 
and with a line, contracted in the middle, on the outer 
side at the apex ; the tibire yellow, black behind ; the tarsi 
yellow, more or less rufous towards the apex; the hind 
tibire spined ; the middle spines originating from tubercles . 
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Wings hyaline, with a faint fuscous tinge. Abdomen as 
long as the head and thorax united, alutaceous ; the 
petiole somewhat longer than the second segment, nodose 
at the apex ; the third and fourth segments shining at the 
base; the fifth segment thickly covered, especially towards 
the apex, with fulvous pubescence, the apex of the seg-
ment itself being fulvous; the base of the pygidial area 
closely rugosely punctured ; the narrowed apex shining, 
smooth, except for a few indistinct stria: ; the sides of the 
segment fringed with long, stiff, pale fulvous hairs. On the 
side of the third segment is a large mark broader than 
long, the base rounded, narrowed in the middle, almost 
heart-shaped; on the side of the fourth segment is a more 
elongated yellow mark; the outer half broader, and dilated 
posteriorly ; the mark on the side of the fifth segment 
is larger, wider, and projecting backwards on the lower 
side at the base. The ventral surface is sparsely covered 
with longish fuscous hair. 
Only one species of Crabro is recorded from Ceylon 
by Col. Bingham, C. palitans Bing., which also is found 
in North-West [ndia. It is very different from C. taprobana:, 
having the abdomen not petiolated. 
CRABRO YERBURII, sp. nov. 
Long. 6 mm. 
Hab. Trincomali, Ceylon ( Yerbury). 
Belongs to Bingham's section " A. b. Petiole short, 
subpyriform, gradually widened from base to apex." C. 
odontoplzora differs from it in the twisted, dilated and, at 
base, dentate basal joint of anterior tarsi, in the median 
segment being strongly aciculated ; the hollows at its 
sides with stout keels. The " enclosed space" on the 
median segment very smooth, shining and glabrous ; 
surrounded by a wide, moderately deep, crenulated furrow, 
and having a similar crenulated furrow down its centre; 
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the sides of the segments are finely transversely aciculated; 
the apex has an oblique slope and is widely hollowed 
in the middle. Mesopleurce shining, minutely punctured, 
thickly covered with short, silvery pubescence; the oblique 
furrow shallow, densely covered with longish silvery hair ; 
the metapleurce shining, almost glabrous, the basal portion 
hollowed; there is an oblique, not very dearly defined, 
keel over the hinder coxce, above which is a line of fine 
transverse striations. Legs thickly covered with white 
pubescence ; the apices of the four anterior coxce and of 
their trochanters, the apex of the fore femora, and the four 
front tibice and tarsi, yellow ; the tibice broadly lined with 
black behind ; the hinder tibice black, broadly yellow at 
the base ; their spines longish, pale ; their calcaria large, 
the inner one being, at the sides and base, finely rugose ; 
the abdomen is marked with yellow. 
C. ardens also differs from it in the base of the median 
segment being finely longitudinally striated, and it has 
"a medial vertically impressed line from the anterior 
ocellus to between the antennce," while the legs and 
antennce are devoid of yellow. 
Head shining, impunctate; except on the lower part 
of the front, where it is obscurely punctured ; the clypeus 
hidden by dense silvery pubescence; the vertex with a dense 
microscopic down ; the space between the eyes over the 
antennce bare, glabrous, except at the sides, where there is 
a narrow edging of silvery pubescence ; the mandibles 
yellow, their apices rufo-piceous; pal pi yellow. Prothorax 
shining, neither punctured nor striated ; the apical part 
thickly covered with minute pubescence ; the mesonotum 
with shallow minute punctures; sparsely covered with a 
microscopic down ; the scutellum, if anything, more 
strongly punctured ; a broad, irregular, yellow, transverse 
mark at its base; the post-scutellum broad at base, 
narrowed towards the apex ; the apices of all the tarsi 
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incline to rufous . Wings clear hyaline, the stigma 
and nervures fuscous ; the apical abscissa of the radius 
straight, oblique ; the appendicular cellule incomplete 
at the apex. Abdomen nearly as long as the head 
and thorax united ; the petiole slightly longer than 
the second segment, narrowed at the base, gradually 
widened towards the apex ; the apical segments thickly 
covered with a white pubescence; the pygidial area 
smooth, except for a double row of five large, round 
punctures down the outer side of the centre ; the sides 
keeled; the ventral segments shining, the apices of the 
segments pale piceous; the apical half of the hypopygium 
punctured. 
Note.-I have stated above that only one Ceylonese species 
of Crabro is recorded by Col. Bingham in his Manual ; but 
he has omitted from that work all mention of Dasyproctus 
ce_rfonicus Saussure, described from Ceylon in the Reise der 
Novara; Hymen. p. 85, pl. iv. j 5r. Dasyproctu, is a Crabro 
with a very long, narrow petiole, not dilated towards the apex, 
as it is in Rlzopalum. It is regarded by Kohl in his generic 
revision as a section of Crabro only. 
CRABRO REVELATUS, sp. nov. 
Long. to apex of petiole 6 mm . (in C. taprobance it is 
7 mm.). 
Hab. Trincomali, Ceylon ( Yerbury). 
Comes near to C. taprobance, and, like that species, 
has an elongate petiole, but here it is more slender; it 
differs further in the post-scutellum being coarsely longi-
tudinally striated; in the vertex at the edge of the frontal 
depression being distinctly margined; and in the furrow 
on the middle of the apex of the me<;lian segment being 
wider. 
Scape of antenna! lemon -yellow, shining, glabrous; 
the flagellum black, sparsely covered with a pale down ; 
the second joint yellow beneath; the third only very little 
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longer than the fourth. Head black; alutaceous, the vertex 
covered with a dark, microscopic down; the front deeply 
excavated; thickly covered with depressed, silvery pubes-
cence, as is also the clypeus; the frontal depression at the 
top with a distinctly-defined margin, the centre of which, 
looked at from beneath, is slightly curved ; the eyes on 
the upper part on the inner side are slightly margined; 
below the middle is a small, human-ear-shaped fovea; the 
ocelli are in a curve. Mandibles lemon-yellow; the apex 
piceous-black; the basal part sparsely covered with long, 
white hairs. Mesonotum alutaceous, thickly covered 
with a microscopic, fuscous down; the pronotum with 
longer, fuscous hair; the scutellum like the mesonotum, 
its apex with some longitudinal strire, and a thin keel runs 
down its middle; on its base at the side is a small, and, 
behind this, a iarger, transverse yellow mark ; the post-
scutellum finely rugose; coarsely longitudinally striolate. 
Median segment with a rounded slope; the basal area 
clearly defined; bearing a few oblique, widely separated 
keels; those at the sides being more distinct than those in 
the middle and extend beyond the area, outside of which 
the segment is closely, but not very distinctly, punctured; 
the middle of the apical part has a wide, deep furrow. 
The propleurre at the top have a few fine, indistinct strire, 
the lower part in the centre has a few stout, longitudinal 
strire. The tubercles are yellow; the obliq ue furrow 
behind them straight, narrow; the longitudinal furrow 
narrow, shining; the oblique furrow on the mesopleurre 
wide, deep, indistinctly crenulated; the apical semi-vertical 
furrow wider, deeper, and distinctly crenulated; the meta-
pleurre at the base shining, strongly closely obliquely 
striated, the rest of it finely and closely longitudinally 
striated, the strire stronger on the lower side. Legs: the 
apices of the coxre, of the femora, and the tibi~ lemon-
yellow; the tibire for the greater part black beneath ; the 
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tarsi yellow, suffused with rufous; the femora covered with 
long, white hair. Wings hyaline, the nervures and stigma 
fuscous. Petiole covered with long, white, soft hair; aluta-
ceous, the base closely longitudinally striated; its under 
part keeled down the centre and with a lateral keel between 
it and the edge. In this latter point-in the under side of 
the petiole being distinctly keeled down the centre-it 
differs from C. taprobanaJ. 
DIPLOPTERA. 
EUMENID.t.E. 
EUMENES BUDDHA Cam. 
This species is omitted entirely by Col. Bingham. It 
comes into his section "C: median segment convex, 
vertical, with a well-marked groove down the middle, 
widening at apex into a deep /\-shaped hollow": and to 
sub-section "a : Petiole long, gradually widening to the 
apex, longer, never shorter than the thorax and median 
segment united" ; but it can hardly be said to be "medially 
with well developed, prominent lateral tubercles." The 
petiole is distinctly longer than the head and thorax but 
not longer than the other segments united; its basal third 
is distinctly narrowed, becoming gradually wider ; the 
apical third is of uniform thickness. 
It has pretty much the same form and size and colour 
of the wings as E. vis/mu ; but differs altogether in the 
colour of the legs, and in the form of the antenna! tubercle, 
which here is rounded at the top and has a long pedicle ; 
while in E. vzslinu it is much shorter, broader and 
triangular at the top and with a short, broad pedicle. 
EUMENES VISHNU, sp. nov. 
Niger, tltorace ahdonzineqzte flavo-maculatzs; atz's vio-
lacezs; pedibus ru.fis. <j?. 
Long. ro mm. 
Hab. Allahabad (Rot/mey). 
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Belongs to the small group with red legs. E. 
erytltropoda differs from it in being larger, in the thorax 
being largely marked with red ; and in the petiole not 
being distinctly narrowed at the base and in being coarsely 
rugose. The form of the median segment is the same-
rounded at the base, oblique at the apex-but it differ;; 
in the middle of the apex, having a deep triangular 
depression. 
Antenna! black, distinctly thickened towards the 
apex; the scape shining, covered with black, short hair; 
the flagellum bare, not shining. Front and vertex strongly 
punctured, shining, sparsely covered with longish, fuscous 
hair; the antenna! tubercles yellow, large, rounded at the 
base, gradually narrowed from the end of the rounded 
part to the apex. Clypeus with the middle of the apex 
curved, the sides oblique; thickly covered with silvery 
pubescence; at its base are two large, oblique, yellow 
marks narrowed on the inner side ; the apex of the labrum 
rufous, as is also the apical half of the mandibles. Thorax 
coarsely punctured; closely covered with white pubes-
cence; that on the median segment being the longer. On 
the centre of the pronotum is a complete yellow line, a 
little curved round at the edges; on the sides joined to the 
central line is a shorter, yellow mark, narrow at the base, 
widened gradually to near the apex, which again is slightly 
narrowed, broadly obliquely on the hinder side, more 
rounded on the outer and at the apex; yellow also is a line 
on the keel at the side of the apex of the scutellum; the 
post-scutellum, a thin line at its side, a mark in front of 
this, a somewhat oval mark on either side near the apex 
of the median segment, and a bullet-shaped mark on the 
mesopleura!, near the tubercles. In the centre of the 
mesopleura! is a furrow, obscurely crenulated at the base, 
widened and smooth at the apex. The base of the meta-
pleura! smooth and impunctate, except the space over the 
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coxce, which has some large punctures; the rest coarsely 
punctured, at the apex running into reticulations. Legs 
ferruginous, the coxce and the four hinder trochanters 
black; the hinder tarsi fuscous. Wings uniformly viola-
ceous; the nervures and stigma black; at the top the 
second cubital cellule is only very slightly longer than the 
space bounded by the first recurrent and first transverse 
cubital nervures. Petiole slightly longer than the head 
and thorax united; the basal third almost impunctate; 
the rest strongly punctured; the part behind the tubercles 
distinctly narrowed; the tubercles indistinct; the second 
segment is closely and strongly punctured; the other 
smooth and shining; shortly beyond the middle of the 
petiole is an oval mark on either side; the apex is banded 
with yellow; in front of the middle and second segment 
is, on either side, an irregularly triangular mark; its apex 
is belted all round with yellow. 
EUMENES ERYTHROPODA, sp. nov. 
Niger, bas£ clype£, pronoto, scutellz's maculz's duobus, 
metanoto ped£busque rufis ; alz's vz'olacez's. 1, 
Long. 15 mm. 
H ab. Malacca. 
Head coarsely punctured, the apex of the clypeus and 
the labrum smooth; the front and vertex thickly covered 
with Jong, fuscous hair; the clypeus and labrum with 
white depressed pubescence; black; the wedge-shaped 
space between the antennce, almost the basal half of the 
clypeus, its apex and the labrum, rufous ; the basal mark 
on the clypeus with two triangular expansions in its 
apex ; the apex of the clypeus with a shallow, waved 
incision, the sides of which do not form teeth ; the apex 
of the labrum rounded. The base of the mandibles 
broadly black ; the rest rufous, slightly fringed with long, 
white hair; the pal pi obscure testaceous. Antennce black; 
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the basal two-thirds of the scape rufous. Thorax coarsely 
punctured all over; the prothorax rufous, except beneath; 
the scutellum with two closely joined marks; the post-
scutellum, the sides of the metanoturn, the apex of the 
metapleurc:e, and a large mark-longer than broad, slightly 
narrowed on the lower side,and with all the sides straight-
rufous. The median segment has a gradually rounded 
slope, the apical half being straight, oblique ; the whole 
segment rather closely covered with long fuscous hair, and 
towards the apex with a white pubescence; the centre 
at the apex is excavated and projects (as seen from above) 
into triangular projections between the base of the 
abdomen. On the metapleur c:e the rufous colour does not 
extend on to the lower side at the base. Legs rufous ; 
the cox c:e and trochanters black ; the apices of the hinder 
tibi c:e and the tarsi fuscous. Wings violaceous, lighter, 
almost hyaline, at the extreme base. Petiole as long as 
the rest of the abdomen; closely and coarsely punctured; 
at the base sparsely covered with longish, fuscous hair; 
the extreme apex with a narrow, rufous band ; the second 
segment coarsely punctured; its apex depressed ; the 
third and following segments impunctate ; the ventral 
segments impunctate. 
The only species with which it can be compared is 
the Ceylonese E. humb ertz'ana Sauss., which is, however, 
very different; e.g., the thorax is nearly as wide as long, 
the clypeus is smooth, and only fenuginous at the apex ; 
there is only "a narrow, twice-interrupted line on the 
margin of the pronotum," the clypeus ends in two blunt 
teeth, &c. 
PTEROCHILUS FULVIPENNIS, sp. nov. (Pl. 4, fig. 3, 3a, b.) 
Hab. Poona ( Wro ugltt on). 
Only one species of Pteroclz£lus is recorded from India~ 
P. pulclzellus Sm., known from N. W. India. It, and the 
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species here described, may be separated as follows, apart 
from the oral characters noted below. 
Black, the base of th e abdomen red ; the wings hyaline , 
abdom en not pedunculate, length, 7-8 mm. 
Fulvous, th e 
broadly yellow; 
length, 24 mm. 
P. pulcliellus Sm. 
head, pronotum and apex of abdomen 
wings fulvous ; abdomen pedunculate ; 
P. ful vipennis. 
Belongs to Saus sure's first division: labial palpi large , 
not plumose, carrying only stiff hairs ; mandibles short; 
abdomen pedunculate. Dark rufous : the head, except a 
transverse stripe on the vertex unitin g the eyes, the 
pronotum, two marks near the apex of the second 
abdominal segment, and the four apical segments broadly, 
lemon-yellow; wings fulvo-hyaline, the apex smoky ; the 
costa and stigma fulvous ; the nervures fuscou s. 
Antenna: fulvous , the scape lemon-yell ow, except at 
the extreme apex ; bare except for a pale, microscopic 
down on the apical joints. Head lemon-yello w, shining; 
the front and vertex bearing a short, pale pubescence; a 
rufous band across the vertex behind the ocelli joining the 
eyes ; in the middle, it is prolonged to enclose the ocelli, 
from the sides of which runs a short, oblique line of the 
same colour . Mandibles dark rufous ; the teeth black ; 
on their apices are four short, distinct, blunt teeth ; the 
apical rounded ; the palpi rufo-testaceous ; the hairs long, 
stiff, pale. Clypeus bare ; bearing scattered, shallow 
punctures; the apex with the sides almost straight, 
oblique ; the centre roundly incised, the incision at the 
sides ending in somewhat triangular, sharp teeth . Thorax 
rufous, except for a bro ad lemon-yellow mark on the 
pronotum ; the mark does not reach the apex of the 
segment and is bluntly rounded and narrowed at its 
apex. Mesonotum with scutellum densely covered with 
a fuscous, microscopic pile ; at the apex, touching 
1) 
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the scutellum, are two straight, distinct, moderately deep 
and wide furrows ; and opposite the apex of the tegulce, 
but not reaching the scutellum, is a shorter more indistinct 
furrow. Scutellum flat, shining; post-scutellum with a 
rounded slope ; its apex bordered by oblique furrows, 
which unite at the top with the wider and deeper furrow 
down the centre of the median segment. Pro- and meso-
pleurce with a few scattered shallow punctures ; shortly 
behind the middle of the mesopleurce is an oblique, 
moderately wide and deep, crenulated furrow, which unites 
with a narrower oblique crenulated one originating at the 
base of the mesopleurce ; from the posterior part of the 
upper furrow runs a short, much wider and deeper, oblique 
furrow. At the base of the median segment is a crenulated, 
slightly oblique furrow, wide at the top, much narrower 
and more distinctly crenulated at the bottom. In front 
of the hinder coxce are two stout teeth; the hinder being 
narrower,sharper and longer than the anterior. Metapleurce 
smooth, the middle aciculated ; the apex punctured ; the 
apical half of the median segment being also marked with 
punctures ; and rather thickly covered with longish, pale 
hairs. Legs coloured like the body; the femora sparsely 
covered with longish, pale hairs; the tibice and tarsi more 
thickly with pale pubescence. Second cubital cellule 
much narrowed at the top, being there slightly shorter 
than the space bounded by the second recurrent and the 
second transverse cubital nervures. Petiole elongate, 
slightly, but distinctly, longer than the second segment, 
becoming gradually wider from the base to the apex; the 
apex with distinct punctures ; and having in the centre a 
deep, short, longitudinal furrow ; the lateral teeth, before 
the middle, large, triangular. Second segment obscurely 
punctured ; in front of the middle are two moderately 
large, transverse marks ; the third segment broadly lemon-
yellow at the apex; the base black, rufous at the sides; 
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the fourth segment broadly yellow, a narrow, short, rufous 
line down the middle at the base, and a rufous mark on 
each side; the fifth segment broadly yellow, in the middle; 
the rufous triangularly projecting into it at the sides and 
at the base in the middle; the last segment broadly 
yellow; there is a transverse depression at the apex. The 
sides, base and apex of the lower side of the petiole 
smooth, impunctate, the rest with stout, slightly curved 
keels. The second segment, except in the middle, with 
shallow, rather widely separated, punctures ; the other 
segments much more closely and strongly punctured. 
What is no doubt a variety has the apex of the second 
abdominal segment broadly lemon-yellow, while in its 
centre, at the base, is a large, somewhat triangular, black 
mark, the narrow part of which is at the base; its fourth 
segment is black at the base. 
Note.-This species may not be a true Pterochz"lus. The 
maxillary pal pi are 6-jointed as in the typical species; but the 
labial are distinctly 4-jointed , whereas in Pterochz"lus proper they 
are 3-jointed only. On the basal joint of the labial palpi there are 
two or three hairs near the middle; and at the apices of the first, 
second, and third joints are two or three long, stiff, bristle-like 
hairs. The fourth joint is bare and is nearly half the length of the 
third. In addition to the four large apical teeth on the man-
dibles, there are two small ones and a much larger rounded one. 
The number of joints in the labial pal pi and their clothing 
do not appear to be features of generic importance. Saussure 
says (Monog. des Guepes, iii., p. 321): "On remarque des especes 
dont les palpes labiaux sont a peine comprimes et a peine 
plumeux; on apen;oit m&me parfois un quatrieme article rudi-
mentaire ;" but in our species the fourth joint cannot be called 
"rudimentary," being quite distin~t. 
ODYNERUS. 
ODYNERUS EREB0DES, sp. nov. 
Niger, capite thoraceque distincte punctatis; abdominz"s 
segmentzs I -J pallzde flavo-balteatis; pedibus sordide 1'ztfis; 
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basi clypei scapoque antennarum subtus pal!ide flavis; alis 
vi'o!aceo-fumatis. (_j?. 
Long. 9 mm. 
Hab. Poona ( Wroughton). 
In Bingham's table (l.c., p. 362) it comes in "a 4• Third 
abdominal segment with a transverse yellow fascia on the 
middle of its posterior margin" which may now be sub-
divided as follows : 
Scape of antennre black; tegulre yellow, post-scutellum 
with a yellow spot on the angles, wings clear hyaline. 
0. burmanicus Bing. 
Scape of antennre yellow beneath ; tegulre entirely 
black; post-scutellum impunctate, wings smoky. 0. erebodes. 
Head coarsely punctured ; the punctures large, round 
and deep; black ; a large, curved band on the base of the 
clypeus, a small, heart-shaped mark between the antenna!, a 
line along the lower curve of the eye, and two small marks, 
longer than broad, on the apex of clypeus, pallid yellow ; 
mandibles black, the apex broadly piceous; an elongate, 
yellow mark in the middle at the base ; this mark being 
sharply pointed at the apex . Palpi testaceous. Clypeus 
as long as its breadth in the middle; the apex narrowed, 
the sides oblique ; the middle with a shallow, rounded 
incision, the sides of which form triangular teeth. The 
clypeus has a few shallow punctures and is densely covered 
with silvery pubescence. Front and vertex bearing large, 
deep, distinctly separated punctures ; the front very 
thickly, the vertex more sparsely, covered with silvery 
pubescence and hairs; the eye orbits, on the lower side 
behind, thickly covered with silvery pubescence ; a little 
above the middle, there is a small, yellow mark. Antenna! 
covered with a white down; the scape yellow beneath. Pro-
and meso-notum with scutellum bearing all over deep, large 
punctures, those on the apical part of the mesonotum being 
the larger; thickly covered with short fuscous pubescence, 
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the pronotum transverse in front, and bearing two short, 
yellow lines in the middle; the post-scutellum coarsely 
rugosely punctured, thickly covered with black hair; the 
sides oblique, the middle depressed ; the median segment 
with an oblique slope, the centre not excavated ; in the 
middle deeply furrowed. Pleura: coarsely punctured like 
the mesonotum, the punctures on the metapleura: towards 
the apex running into reticulations. Legs dark rufous ; 
the coxa: blackish ; the femora and tibia: in front blackish; 
the extreme apices of the femora yellow ; the four hinder 
tibia: with a yellow line in the middle in front ; the tarsi 
infuscated. The wings are lighter in tint behind and at 
the base; the nervures and stigma black. Abdomen with 
the basal segment behind and at the sides, the second 
with the apex all round and the third with a band in the 
centre, pale yellow ; the basal segment rounded at the 
base ; sparsely punctured ; the second segment strongly 
punctured ; the third still more strongly, the puncturing 
on the other segments becoming gradually weaker; the 
basal segment yellow, suffused with blood-colour beneath. 
ODYNERUS WR0UGHT0NI, sjJ. nov. 
Long. 8 mm. 
Hab. Poona ( Wroughton). 
In Bingham's table (l. c., p. 362) it comes in at" a2• Base 
of 1st abdominal segment red; a8• abdomen petiolate" 
which will now be sub-divided : 
Median segment not reticulated at the base and with a 
carina on either side ; the three apical segments of the 
abdomen not marked with white in the centr e above. 
0. m£niatus Sauss. 
Median segment reticulated at the base, without a keel 
on eith er side ; the three apical segments of the abdomen 
marked with yellow in the middle. O. wroughtom: 
The antenna: black ; the scape clear yellow ; the 
flagellum brownish beneath; the flagellum bearing a 
I 
I 
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sparse, white, microscopic pile. Head coarsely punctured, 
sparsely covered with short, white hair; the hinder ocelli 
in large deep pits. The centre of the clypeus black, 
except the apex, which is red ; this black and red part 
coarsely and strongly punctured ; the black narrowed at 
the base and not keeled laterally; but the rest is bordered 
by distinct, reddish, straight keels which converge slightly 
towards the apex, which is transverse ; its ,sides, except at 
the apex, yellow ; and punctured on the outer side. 
Mandibles red, yellow at the base ; the pal pi yellow; above 
the antennce is a yellow mark, mitre-shaped, except that it 
is roundly produced beneath. Thorax black ; two large 
marks on the middle of the pronotum-narrow at the base, 
wide, and oblique at the apex, the post-scutellum, and a 
somewhat pyriform mark, below and in front of the 
tegulce, yellow. Pro- and meso-notum with the scutella 
strongly punctured ; the base of the median segment in 
the centre reticulated, densely covered with white pubes-
cence, especially at the centre of the base, where it almost 
hides the surface. Pro- and meso-pleurce strongly 
punctured, covered with silvery hair ; the metapleurce 
apparently impunctate, the surface hidden by silvery pubes-
cence. Tegulce yellow, reddish in middle. Wings hyaline; 
the nervures and costa blackish ; the stigma fuscous ; the 
second cubital cellule at the top narrowed, being there 
not much wider than the space bounded by the first 
transverse cubital and the first recurrent nervures. Legs 
red, the tibice yellow on the outside, this being also, to a 
less extent, the case with the tarsi at the base. Petiole 
red ; yellow at the apex above ; shining, punctured towards 
the apex ; the second segment obscurely punctured at 
the base, more strongly towards the apex ; an oval, 
irregular spot on either side near the apical third; its 
apex with a moderately broad, yellow band, slightly 
dilated at the sides, and at the middle ; the 3-5 segments 
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more strongly and closely punctured ; on the apex of the 
third segment in the middle are two small, yellow marks ; 
on the fourth segment in the centre is a much larger mark, 
transverse at the apex, contracted in the middle at the 
the base and with the sides rounded ; on the apex of the 
last segment is a larger yellow mark rounded at the base, 
the apex roundly projecting in the middle. Beneath, the 
basal segment is red ; the apex of the second, yellow. 
VESPID~. 
I CARIA JUCUNDA, sp. nov. 
Long. 15 mm. (worker ). 
Hab. New Guinea (Cuthbertson). 
Agrees closely in size, form and coloration with 
I. ftrruginea; but may be known from it by the 
scutellum and post-scutellum being furrowed down the 
centre ; by the middle of the median segment being much 
more strongly and broadly transversely striated, by the 
petiole being longer, by its narrowed basal half being 
narrower compared with the apical and more distinctly 
separated from it ; by the yellow band on the second 
abdominal segment being much narrower and by the 
wings being much lighter in tint, their apex being only 
lightly infuscated. 
Several species of Ica ria are known from New 
Guinea and the neighbouring Islands; but the present 
species does not agree with any of them. Smith's 
catalogue (P roc. Linn. Soc. (Zoo/ .), 1869) is not trustworthy. 
In Icarz'a there are several noteworthy omissions; eg., I. 
festina Sm., I. b£color Sm. (Proc. Linn. Soc. (Zo o/.), 1864 ,_p. 
90 ), from New Guinea, and I. australz's Sauss , from Dorey. 
Rufo-ferruginous ; the apex of the clypeus all round, 
the base of the mandibles broadly, the edge of the thorax 
all round in front , scutellum, post-scutellum, two mode-
rately large, oblique marks on the apex of the median 
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segment, a large mark on the base of the mesopleur~ 
immediately under the wings, a more obscure one above 
the middle cox~, a narrow line on the apex of the petiole 
and the apical fourth of the second segment above and the 
apical eighth below, yellow. Head coarsely, but not very 
distinctly, punctured; the front and vertex sparsely 
covered with a short, sparse, pale pubescence ; the face 
with the pubescence much thicker and with a fulvous hue; 
the clypeus covered with long, bright golden hairs. 
Antenna! fovea deeply furrowed in the middle above. 
Sides of the clypeus straight, oblique, its centre not ending 
in a point or tooth. Mandibles ferruginous, the teeth 
black ; a large, somewhat triangular, yellow mark on the 
base above, its apex reaching beyond the middle. Anteon~ 
ferruginous, the scape somewhat darker in tint; the flagellum, 
especially towards the apex, densely covered with a white 
down. The edge of the pronotum sharply carinate. Pro-
and meso-notum coarsely punctured, running into obscure 
reticulations towards the apex; the edge of the pronotum 
narrowly depressed, the depression forming a furrow and 
black. Scutellum and post-scutellum rather strongly, but 
not closely, punctured; the central furrow on the scutellum 
deep, shining, rufo-piceous ; that on the post-scutellum 
broader but not quite so deep. Median segment with an 
oblique slope ; its centre appearing raised through being 
transversely striated, and bordered by a distinct margin 
or furrow; the centre at the apex deeply excavated, and 
with a distinct furrow in the middle. Pro- and meso-
pleur~ coarsely punctured. The base of the metapleur~ 
strongly, coarsely and irregularly longitudinally striated, 
bordered behind by a black furrow, and below by a short, 
oblique, shining furrow, from which a curved, not very 
distinct, furrow runs to the hinder cox~. Legs ferruginous; 
the cox~ densely covered with fulvous pile, especially at 
the base on the under side. Wings hyaline, the costal and 
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radial cellules smoky; the stigma flavo-testaceous; the 
nervures blackish. Petiole elongate, the basal third dis-
tinctly narrowed and separated from the rest; the narrow 
yellow apex being also slightly narrowed; shining, impunc-
tate ; towards the apex thickly covered with depressed, 
fulvous hair. The other segments closely and rather 
strongly punctured, particularly the third and following . 
!CARIA CEYLONICA, sp. nov. 
Long . fere 9 mm. (worker). 
Hab. Periyakullam, Ceylon ( Yerbury ). 
In Bingham's table (I.e., p. 386), this species can be 
referred to "A. I<.eddish or reddish-brown, with yellow 
markings," and to subsection ''a. second abdominal seg-
ment with no transverse yellow band on its apical margin," 
which will now be subdivided :-
Head and thorax rufous; abdomen black; hind legs for 
the greater part black. I. guttatipennis. 
Entirely rufous, except the second abdominal segment, 
which is infuscated; legs without black. I. rey/onica. 
Head reddish, sparsely covered with short, glistening white 
pubescence; the front and vertex with moderately large, 
rather widely separated punctures, the ocellar space 
fuscous; the antenna! tubercle bare; furrowed above; the 
clypeus almost bare at the apex, its sides oblique, the 
middle ending in a tooth, and with some large punctures; 
at the base of the mandibles is a black spot. Scape of 
antenna:! rufous, infuscated above ; the flagellum paler, 
infuscated above, especially towards the apex. Pro- and 
meso-notum with shallow, rather large punctures all over; 
the mesonotum darker in tint, thickly covered with a 
microscopic, white pile; the base of the post-scutellum 
black, obscurely crenulated; the median segment with a 
large, wide, deep, black depression in the middle; the 
depression becoming gradually, but not very greatly, nar-
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rowed towards the apex; its centre itself has a furrow, and 
it is obscurely transversely striated. Pleura! somewhat 
infuscated except at the base of the pro- and the middle 
of the meso- above; the mesonotum black. Legs pale 
rufo-testaceous, the tarsi paler ; the hinder coxa'! black 
beneath; the fore femora slightly, the four hinder more 
broadly, lined with black beneath. Wings hyaline; the 
apex with a blackish cloud extending from the second 
transverse cubital nervure to the apex; dark in the radial 
cellule, more obscure in the cubital; the nervures blackish; 
the stigma testaceous; darker along the upper border. 
Petiole with a distinct, narrow neck, from which it becomes 
gradually wider to the apex, which has a narrow, pale 
border; the second segment has the basal three-fourths or 
so obscure black, except on either side at the base; the 
third segment is blackish at the base; the fourth and fifth 
at the apex, laterally, the apical segments thickly covered 
with white hair. On the ventral side the apical four seg-
ments are black. 
ANTHOPHILA. 
COLLETIDJE. 
COLLETES DENT AT A, sp. nov. 
Long. 11-12 mm. 'i' et O. 
Hab. Poona, Bombay ( Wrouglzton) . 
The only Indian species of Colletes may be separated 
from the present as follows: -
Vertex with "a few fine punctures" : the median 
segment at base longitudinally rugose, the apex with the 
sides smooth . C. dudgeonii Bng. 
Vertex coarsely punctured, the median segment strongly 
reticulated; the sides of the apex transversely striated. 
C. dentata. 
Clypeus apparently closely and rather strongly 
punctured, but the surface cannot be properly observed 
from the matting of the hairs ; the front and vertex 
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strongly punctured ; thickly covered with long, white 
hairs ; a straight, narrow furrow runs from the ocelli to 
the antenna! ; the hair on the sides longer and thicker 
than on the vertex. The scape of the antenna! covered 
with longish, stiff, black hairs ; the flagellum glabrous. 
Thorax black; the pro- and meso-notum and scutellum 
strongly punctured ; the pronotum thickly covered with 
long, white hair. The edges of the pronotum on either 
side project into a large, sharp plate, the base of which 
projects into a sharp, triangular tooth. Metanotum at 
the base with a strongly reticulated . area, which, at the 
apex, is narrowed and runs into a wide, deep, and smooth 
furrow, slightly narrowed towards the apex and bordered 
by stout keels ; on either side of this furrow it is smooth ; 
on the outer side it is apparently punctured, but the 
punctuation,if present, is hidden by a thick covering of long, 
white hair. Propleur.I! almost impunctate, at the apex 
thickly covered with long, white hair ; the mesopleurce 
coarsely punctured , the punctures large and clearly 
separated ; an obscure, vertical furrow down it behind 
the tubercles, and an oblique, longitudinal one above the 
middle; the metapleur.I! finely and closely rugose ; a few 
oblique, short keels above the cox.I!. Legs black ; the 
calcaria pale; the femora sparsely covered with longish, 
white hair ; the tibia! and tarsi thickly with shorter pale 
hair, which has on the tarsi a fulvous tint. Wings dark 
fuscous, with a violaceous tinge ; the base paler, the apex 
from the end of the radial cellule hyaline; the stigma and 
nervures black. Abdomen smooth, almost shining ; all 
the segments fringed with a dense band of depressed, 
white pubescence; except the last, which is closely punc-
tured; the apical three segments sparsely covered with 
black hair; the ventral segments fringed with white pubes-
cence; the hypopygium very smooth and shining; its 
sides at the apex fringed with long, white hair. 
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If Bingham's fig. 127(!.c.,p.408) represents the labium of 
C. dudgeon££, then that of the species here described differs 
from it in the labium being much wider than the mentum, 
and more widely and deeply divided at the apex. The 
same remark applies to Smith's figure ( Cat. Hym. Ins., i., 
pl. 1., f. 1). Bingham makes no mention of the fore wings 
having an appendicular cellule, nor is one indicated in his 
figure. In C. dentata the appendicular cellule is quite 
distinct, but open at the apex. The head and thorax are 
not very pubescent for a Colletes, but this may be through 
wear and tear. The wings vary in tint. 
APIDJE . 
HALICTUS TORRIDUS, sp. nov. 
Long. 5-6 mm. 
Hab. Poona ( Wrouglzton). 
In Bingham's table (I.e., p. 421) it comes in at "C. 
Enclosed space at base of median segment with longitu-
dinal stria!. b1. Abdomen impunctate," which contains two 
species ;-H tz'm£dus, which differs in having the abdomen 
and legs rufo-testaceous, and the Burmese H. gutturosus, 
which differs in having the eyes only very slightly con-
vergent below; while here they are very distinctly conver-
gent below; the pubescence on the head and thorax is 
"thin;" here it is dense and long. 
Head closely and distinctly punctured in front; the 
clypeus thickly covered with depressed, white pubescence; 
the front, vertex, and hinder parts with the hair longer, more 
erect, and not quite so dense; eyes distinctly converging 
on the lower side, the space separating them there being 
about half the length of the vertex ; they have a distinct 
curve near the top on the inner side. The face, below the 
antenna! in the centre, projects; the projection being wider 
at the apex, where it is clearly separated from the clypeus, 
which is as long as the space between its base and 
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the antennre; its sides oblique, very slightly rounded 
towards the apex, which is transverse; the sides of the 
apex rounded ; not so closely punctured as the front, 
but the punctures are as large. Antennre as long as the 
head and thorax united; black; the scape with longish, 
white hair; the flagellum with a close down, which is 
especially thick on the lower side, giving it a fuscous 
appearance. Thorax shining, thickly covered with long, 
soft, white hair; the mesonotum and scutellum with 
shallow, not very large punctures; the apex of the median 
segment with an oblique slope; the enclosed space at the 
base finely rugose, the sides with some nearly straight, 
longitudinal strire; the propleurre almost impunctate ; 
the mesopleurre closely and rather strongly punctured; 
shining, sparsely covered with long, white, soft hair; the 
depression at its base wide, deep; the part above it 
bounded by narrow, oblique furrows, which converge 
slightly towards the top. Legs thickly pilose; the hair 
on the femora and tibire long and white, that on the tarsi 
very dense, pale golden. Wings clear hyaline; the 
nervures pale; the stigma darker at top and bottom; the 
second cubital cellule narrowed at the top; it is there half 
the length of the third at the top; the first transverse 
cubital nervure straight, oblique; the second and third 
curved; the first recurrent nervure is interstitial. Abdomen 
shining, impunctate; the apical segments sparsely covered 
with long, white hair. The first submedian nervure is 
interstitial. 
ANDRENA EXAGENS Walker. 
This bee, described by Walker, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 
r86o, from Ceylon, is omitted by Bingham. 
SUDILA, gen. nov. 
Head in 'i' elongate, narrower than the thorax; 111 o 
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broader than it, largely developed behind the eyes; the 
apex of the clypeus in J produced into two stout teeth; 
the sides of the head, on the lower side behind, largely 
triangularly produced. Labial palpi 4- , maxillary 6-
jointed; the first joint of maxillary half the length of the 
2nd; the 2nd to 5th almost equal in length; the 6th a 
little longer. Mandibles in J very large, curved, dilated 
towards the apex, which is itself prolonged into a long, 
stout tooth issuing from the middle of the dilated part; 
the middle with a long furrow in the centre. Labrum at 
top ending in a triangular point; the maxilla moderately 
large; the 2-5 joints almost equal in length, the 6th joint 
a little longer than the first. Body in ~ and d' moderately, 
the legs densely, pilose; the claws with a stout tooth in 
the middle. Mesonotum with a narrow, but distinct, 
furrow down the sides, but not reaching the base or apex, 
and a less distinct, shallower furrow down the middle. 
Median segment without a distinct enclosed or striated 
space in the centre at the base . Prothorax transverse at 
the top, sharply raised there and at the sides. Pterostigma 
moderately large and elongate; the first cubital cellule 
somewhat longer than the second and third cellules united; 
the third cubital cellule narrow, not much more than half 
the length of the first; the first recurrent nervure almost 
interstitial; the second received close to the third trans-
verse cubital nervure. Abdomen smooth and shining; the 
apical segments densely covered with long hair; the 
ventral segments densely fringed with long hair; the 
apical segments with a rima, as in Halz'ctus. 
The presence of a rima on the apical abdominal seg-
ment and the form of the alar neuration ally this genus 
to Halz'ctus, nor is the structure of the trophi enough to 
separate it generically from that genus, while the ~ again 
agrees with it in having an elongated face; the median 
segment in both sexes wants the enclosed space at the 
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base; so that the absence of the enclosed space on the 
median seg ment, and, more particularly, the presence of 
the longitudinal furrows on the mesonotum, which are not 
found, so far as I know, in Halictus, are the only points 
of distinction between them so far as regards the females. 
On the other hand the form of the head in the o is so very 
different from what it is in Halictus, or indeed in any 
allied gen us, that it cannot be included in it. 
SUDILA BIDENTATA, sp. nov. (Pl. 4, f. 5, 5a.) 
Nigra, nit£da, sparse pallzae ltirta; alis lzyalz'nis. 
Long. fere IO mm. 
Hab. Ceylon (Rothney ). 
o. Head shining, impunctate, sparsely covered with 
long, fuscous-black hair; a narrow, but distinct, furrow 
runs from the ocelli, which are bordered behind by a wider 
and deeper furrow. Mandibles piceous-red, except at the 
base and apex. Scape of antennce sparse ly covered 
with long black hairs; the base of the flagellum with 
short, stiff hairs; the rest of it bearing a pale down. 
Prothorax almost glabrous; its basal edge piceous; the 
mesonotum and scutella sparse ly covered with long, 
black hairs. Median segment with a gradually rounded 
slope; its apex covered with long, white hairs. Mesopleurce 
and mesosternum shining, impunctate, sparsely covered 
with long, white hairs. On the mesopleurce, near the top, 
is a wide, oblique, deep furrow, which reaches near to the 
apex . Wings hyaline, the nervures and stigma black; the 
first transverse cubital nervure is oblique, straight; the 
second slightly, the thirdly distinctly, curved. The hair 
on the legs thick, longish, white on the femora, much 
thicker and darker coloured on the tibice and tarsi; the 
spurs and claws reddish. Abdomen very smooth and 
shining, the base glabrous, the apex thickly covered with 
long, stiff, fuscous-black hairs; the apical ventra l segments 
thickly covered with long, fuscous hairs. 
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SUDILA FUSCIPENNIS, sp. nov. 
Long. 10 mm. J. 
Hab . Ceylon (Rothnq). 
This species differs markedly from the preceding 
in the form of the head; it is not so shining; the apex of 
the clypeus, instead of ending in the middle in two sharp 
teeth, has only a semicircular incision, the edges of which 
do not project; the lower part of the head at the sides has 
the projecting part not quite so lengthened, and is sharper 
pointed at the apex; the apex of the mandible is rounded 
in S. bidentata, here it is distinctly transverse and not so 
much narrowed; another marked distinction is found in 
the median segment; here its sides are bordered by a 
furrow, which is hardly visible in the other; the legs are 
distinctly fuscous, or rather piceous; the wings are dis-
tinctly smoky, being much darker coloured than in S. 
bidentata; the second cubital cellule is perceptibly shorter 
above and beneath than the third; the two being conse-
quently toge ther shorter than the first; the second trans-
verse cubital nervure is straight, more oblique and more 
narrowed towards the first at the top. 
If I had only S. bidentata to deal with, I should have 
inferred that the female described below was its female ; 
but having- two undoubted males of distinct species, I am 
unable to say to which of them it belongs, if indeed it 
may not pertain to a third unknown male. I therefore 
am compelled to treat it as a separate species. 
SUDILA CEYLONICA, sp. nov. (Pl. 4, fig. 4.) 
Nigra, nitida, sterno pleurisqzte longe albo-lzirtis; a/is 
ltyalz'nis, stigmate jusco, nervis nigris. 'i'. 
L ong. IO-I I mm. 
Hab. Ceylon (Rotlmey). 
Front and vertex sparsely covered with longish black 
hair; the front opaque, shagreened ; a distinct, narrow 
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furrow runs down from the ocelli ; the clypeus very 
shining, bearing some large, deep, widely separated 
punctures; its apex with two large, oval fovece in the 
centre, and fringed with long, reddish-fulvous hair, as is 
also the labrum. The apex of the mandibles piceous, 
fringed at the base with a few long, fulvous hairs. 
Flagellum shining, sparsely covered with a few black 
hairs. Pronotum at the sides above triangular ; the 
angles sharp ; the propleurce excavated, shining, im-
punctate, glabrous ; the mesonotum shining, impunctate ; 
thickly covered with fuscous hair, the hair on the sides to 
the tegulce much thicker and paler ; the middle towards 
the base with a shallow, not very distinct, furrow ; and 
there is on either side, extending from in front of the 
tegulce to the scutellum, a narrow, more distinctly defined 
furrow; scutellum and post-scutellum impunctate, thickly 
covered (especially the post-scutellum ) with long, fuscous 
hair. The base of the mesopleurce thickly covered with 
long, pale hair, the rest of it with the hair sparser. 
Median segment shagreened, the base without any 
enclosed or punctured space; sparsely haired ; the apex 
thickly covered with long, white hair. Tegulce very 
shining, impunctate. Wings hyaline ; the nervures dark 
fuscou s. Legs, especially the hinder, covered with long, 
white hair; the hair on the hinder tarsi very thick and 
long, and having a faint fulvous tinge. Abdomen shining, 
smooth; the base with a few scattered hairs ; the apex 
thickly covered with long, fuscous hair ; the ventral 
surface covered thickly with long, pale hair. 
STEGANOMUS FULVIPENNIS, sp. nov. 
Long. 7 mm. 
Hab. Poona, Bombay ( Wroughtou). 
The two new species here described may be separated 
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from S. nodicornis Sm., the only known Indian species of 
the genus, by the under-noted characters:-
Scape of the antennre rufous, wings with the apex dis-
tinctly smoky ; the basal area of the median segment only 
impunctate. S. nodicornis. 
Scape of the antennre black ; wings not smoky at the 
apex; the base of the median segment impunctate. 
S. fielvipennis and S. gracilis. 
Black; the antenna!, except at base and apex, the 
femora, tibia!, and tarsi rufo-testaceous ; wings hyaline, 
the stigmal region slightly smoky; the stigma testaceous, 
the nervures at the base pale testaceous, darker towards 
the apex of the wings. 
c. The scape of the antenna! black, bearing long, 
white hair; the second joint infuscated; the flagellum 
almost bare, finely punctured; the terminal joint black ; 
the fourth joint is slightly longer than the third. Head 
black, the front, cheeks, and clypeus densely covered with 
pale fulvous hair; the front very closely punctured ; the 
vertex at the sides of the ocelli with large, clearly separated 
punctures; the part behind the ocelli closely punctured, 
the punctures slightly larger and more distinctly separated 
than those in front of the ocelli, and much smaller than 
those on the sides. The pro- and meso-notum thickly 
covered with short, fulvous pubescence, this being also the 
case with the scutellum and base of post-scutellum; the 
latter is minutely and closely punctured. Median seg-
ment shining, almost bare ; the base impunctate, the rest 
with moderately large, distinctly separated punctures; the 
apex with an indistinct, shallow furrow down the centre. 
Propleura! impunctate, slightly shagreened; bare; meso-
pleura! strongly punctured, densely covered with long, 
pale hair; the meta pleura! sparsely covered with long, pale 
fulvous hair and strongly punctured. Legs fulvous; the 
coxa!, trochanters, and base of four anterior femora black; 
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the femora on the lower side fringed with white hair; the 
tibia! and tarsi thickly covered with white pubescence. 
The first recurrent nervure is received at a slightly less 
distance from the base than is the second from the apex 
of the cellule. Abdomen black, the ventral segments 
more or less ferruginous, the dorsal segments with broad 
belts of white, depressed pubescence at their bases, all the 
segments strongly and closely punctured, except at their 
extreme bases and apices. 
The <? has the flagellum of the antenna! black above; 
the abdomen above much less strongly punctured; the 
legs thickly covered with long, fulvous hair; and the basal 
abdominal segments fringed with golden hair; the apical 
covered densely all over with pale, golden hair. 
STEGANOMUS GRACILIS, sp. 110v . (Pl. 4, f. 16.) 
Long. 6 mm. J. 
Hab. Mussooree (Rotlmey). 
Agrees with S. fulvi.pennz's in having the base and 
apex of the antenna! black and the apex of the wings not 
smoky; but is smaller and more slender, the third joint 
of the antenna! is not distinctly shorter than the fourth, 
the median segment is impunctate, the second recurrent 
nervure is received at a distinctly greater distance from 
the apex than is the first from the base of the cellule ; 
and the abdominal segments are very much less strongly 
punctured. 
Antenna! slender, testaceous, the apical two joints 
black ; the scape broadly infuscated in the middle ; 
punctured, sparsely covered with long, white hair. Front 
and oral region densely covered with pale fulvous 
pubescence ; the vertex much more sparsely covered 
with longer hair, uniformly, but not very strongly, 
punctured. Mandibles broadly ferruginous in the middle. 
The base and apex of the mesonotum, the scutellum and 
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post-scutellum densely covered with pale, fulvous pub es-
cence ; the centre much more sparsely with shorter, 
darker pubescence, and closely and minutely punctured. 
Median segment very shining, the base impunctate , 
the rest with minute , sca ttered, shallow puncture s. Pro-
pleur a! impunctate , glabrou s ; the basal three-fourths of 
the mesopleur a! covered thickly with pale fulvou s hair ; 
the apex and the metapleur a! sparsely covered with long , 
pale fulvous hair. Leg s : the coxa!, trochanter s, and the 
greater part of the femora, black ; the tibi~ and tarsi rufo-
testaceous ; the femora sparsely, the tibi ~ and tarsi very 
thickly covered with long, white hair, almost hiding the 
colour. Abdomen black , the ventral surface for the greater 
part ferruginous, the basal four segments closely punctured, 
fringed at the base with white hair ; the apical segments 
impunctate, clothed with soft, white hair ; the penultimate 
ventral segment is depressed in the middle , and with two 
large tubercles on either side. Win gs hyaline, the stigma 
testaceous , the ner vures blackish , the recurrent nervures 
are received about the same distance from the base and 
apex of the cellule. 
NOMIA AUREO HIRTA, sp. nov. (Pl. 4, [ 7,) 
Long. IO mm. c. 
H ab. Poona ( W rouglzton ). 
In Bingham 's table (l.c., p. 448 ), this species come s into 
b. a.2 and into a new section C4 :-Enclosed space at base 
of median segment tran sversely striated. In the form of 
the hinder femora in the J it resembles N.fervz'da; but 
the form of the tibi ~ is different; in N.fervida it is broadly 
dilated in the middle; in the present species there is no 
dilatation, but a gradual cur ve from the base to the apex; 
the under side of the femora also is strai ght to the keel, 
while in N .fervzda th e base is curved inwardly and the 
middle dilated slightly. 
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Head below the antennre thickly covered with mode-
rately long, golden pubescence; the front and the occiput 
thickly with longer, dark fulvous hair; the vertex rugosely 
punctured, sparsely covered with darker hair. Mandibles 
on the lower side with some long, fulvous hairs; black, 
piceous near the apex; the hinder orbits thickly covered 
with pale fulvous hair. Antennal scape lemon-yellow ; 
thickly covered with long, fulvous hairs; the flagellum 
punctured, rufo-fulvous, darker above. The collar covered 
with depressed, yellow pubescence, behind fringed with 
long, dark fulvous hair; the mesonotum and scutellum 
thickly covered with a short, depressed, dark fulvous pile 
completely hiding their texture; the post-scutellum with 
a similar covering, but longer, and intersected with some 
fuscous hairs. The basal area on the median segment 
triangularly dilated in the middle at the apex; the middle 
at the apex with some short, transverse strire; the sides 
obscurely striated. Mesopleurre thickly covered with 
fulvous hair ; more sparsely at the apex, perhaps through 
being rubbed; the metapleurre covered with long, fulvous 
hair above. Legs, except the coxre and trochanters, 
lemon-yellow; the femora and tibire at the base suffused 
with ferruginous; the fore tarsi fringed behind with long, 
pale fulvous hair; the hind femora semicircularly curved 
above, straight on the lower side, and with a small, oblique 
tooth near the apex; the tibire produced, at the apex in 
front, into a somewhat triangular projection which is 
gradually widened from the base of the tibire to the apex, 
the apex itself being rather acute. Wings with a fusco-
fulvous tinge, darker at the apex; the stigma obscure 
fulvous; the second cubital celulle at the top about two-
thirds of the length of the top of the third; the first 
recurrent nervure is received in the apical third of the 
cellule. The basal segment of the abdomen, broadly at 
the apex, and the second and third segments, in the 
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middle, thickly covered with fulvous hair; the apices of 
the first to fourth segments with a broad band of rich 
fulvous, depressed pubescence ; the two apical segments 
thickly covered with long, pale fulvous hair. The ventral 
segments fringed at the apex with pale hair ; the last 
deeply depressed in the middle, and having there a stout 
triangular projection. 
NOMIA ERYTHROGASTER, sp. nov. (PI. 4, f. IO.) 
Long. 9-10 mm. c. 
Hab. Poona ( Wrouglzton). 
Comes into Bingham's Section A (l.c., p. 448). 
"a. Scutellum armed with two spines or teeth posteriorly," 
and "b 1• Abdomen beneath and posterior legs rufo-
testaceous," which is now subdivided:-
Apex of post-scutellum distinctly bidentate; the second 
cubital cellule not one-half the length of the third on the 
top. Length, 7-8 mm. N. westwoodi: 
Apex of post-scutellum not distinctly bidentate; the 
second cubital cellule more than one one-half the length of 
the third on top. Length, 10 mm. N. erythrogaster. 
Head in front from near the ocelli thickly covered 
with white hair, that over the antenna! being much the 
longer; the vertex closely, but not deeply, punctured. 
Mandibles obscure ferruginous before the apex. The 
centre of the clypeus with a narrow keel; above this is a 
stouter keel reaching to the antenna!. Scape of antenna! 
covered above with long, white hair; the flagellum obscure 
brownish beneath. Mesonotum uniformly covered with 
shallow punctures ; alutaceous ; the base, sides, and apex 
thickly covered with white hair; the scutellum similarly 
punctured to the mesonotum, but with the punctures 
somewhat larger; the apex with the middle slightly 
depressed ; post-scutellum thickly covered with white 
hair; the apex armed with two large, flat, slightly con-
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verging teeth, which project backwards and are a little 
narrowed at the top. The basal area on the median 
segment long and narrow, bearing stout, longitudinal 
keels , widely separated in the middle, closer together at 
the sides. The sides of the median segment are strongly, 
but not closely, punctured, and covered with long, white 
hair . Pleur~ rugosely punctured, thickly covered with 
white hair. Wings hyaline, the costa and nervures 
fuscous; the second cubital cellule at the top half the 
length of the top of the third ; the recurrent nervures are 
received in the apical third of the cellules. Legs thickly 
covered with white hair; the hind femora and tibi~ red, 
except the apex of the femora above, which is black; the 
hind femora dilated above ; the apex of the hind tibi~ 
gradually dilated to the apex, the dilation a little longer 
than broad, transverse at the apex, with the sides rounded. 
Abdomen shining, impunctate, marked with four greenish 
blue belts ; the ventral surface, except at the apex, 
rufous; the apex of the segments pale, thickly fringed 
with white hair. 
NOMIA PURPUREO-LINEATA, sp. 7lOV. (Pl. 4, f. 15.)* 
Long. IO mm. ~-
Hab. Barrackpore (Ro thney). 
In Bingham's table (l.c., p. 458), this species fits into 
"b, b1• Thorax with griseous or white pubescence," and 
"a8. Clypeus with a medial vertical furrow," which now 
stands as follows:-
Clypeus coarsely punctured; abdominal segments 2-4 
with blue or green transverse lines, wings hyaline. 
N. z'ridescens Sm. 
Clypeus coarsely longitudinally striated ; abdominal 
segments r-5 with purple transverse lines; wings deeply 
fuscous except at extreme apex. .N. purpureo-Hneata. 
• This group (that of N. c/1alybeata Sm.) forms the sub-genus Paranomia 
Frie se. 
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Antenn~ black ; the flagellum obscure brownish 
beneath, bare; the scape with a few long, white hairs. 
Face elongate; keeled down the middle of the clypeus, 
closely longitudinally striated from the antenn~ to the 
apex of the clypeus; the labrum smooth, shining, fringed 
at the apex with long, golden hair. Mandibles entirely 
black; the base with some long, white hairs. Front and 
vertex closely punctured; the sides, behind the antenn~, 
thickly covered with short, pale golden hair. Mesonotum 
alutaceous, closely punctured; an indistinct furrow down 
the sides; the scutellum punctured like the mesonotum, 
slightly depressed in the middle. Post-scutellum thickly 
covered with pale fulvous pubescence. The basal area on 
the median segment extending from side to side; sharpl y 
keeled at base and apex; irregularly longitudinally strio-
Iated; the se~ments from the area thickly covered with 
long, pale fulvous hair, and bearing large shallow punc-
tures. Pleur~ shagreened; the mesopleur~ punctured, 
thickly covered with long, pale fulvous hair. Legs entirely 
black, except the claws, which are piceous; thickly covered 
with pale pubescence. Wings fuscous, tinge<l with fulvous; 
the costa and stigma black; the nervures fuscous; the 
second cubital cellule hardly narrower at top than at 
bottom; at top slightly more than one-half the length of 
the top of the third; the first recurrent nervure is received 
quite close to the transverse cubital. Abdomen shining, 
very minutely punctured; all the segments with a smooth 
belt of purple at their apices; the base of the petiole 
covered with longish, pale golden hair; the others at the 
base sparsely covered with long, black hair. Ventral 
segments obscure brownish; shining, the apices of the 
segments pale . 
A very distinct species, easily separated by the 
violaceous bands on the abdomen and by the fuscous 
wings. 
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N OMIA LA TI SPIN A, sp. nov. ( Pl. 4, f r r 9, r Ia. J.) 
Long. 7 mm. 
Hab. Allahabad (Rotlzney). 
Comes into a new section on foot of p. 448 (I.e.) ; 
C4• Enclosed space at base of abdominal segment smooth, 
neither punctured nor striated ; apices of abdominal seg-
ments strongly punctured. 
Head narrow, sharply oblique behind the eyes; the 
front and vertex with large, widely separated punctures; 
the front thickly, the vertex more thinly, covered with 
fulvous hair; the face and clypeus thickly with shorter, 
cream-coloured pubescence ; the apex of the clypeus bare, 
rather strongly punctured ; the mandibles shining, broadly 
rufous in the middle. Antenna! entirely black, except the 
flagellum on the under side, which is brownish ; the scape 
bearing long, white hair. Thorax sharply transverse in 
front; the mesonotum thickly covered with depressed, 
scale-like, fulvous hair; the scutellum with only a few 
hairs ; the post-scutellum covered thickly with long, pale 
fulvous hair. Mesonotum closely, rather strongly and 
uniformly punctured ; the scutellum with the punctures, 
if anything, larger, and more widely separated. Median 
segment shining; the sides and apex with a few pale 
golden hairs ; the basal area smooth, im punctate, trian-
gular; the rest of the segment bearing large, deep, distinctly 
separated punctures. Meso- and meta-pleura! thickly 
covered with pale fulvous hair. Legs black ; the anterior 
tibia! and base of tarsi rufous in front; the hinder tibial 
spine and metatarsus white; the hinder tibial process 
reaching to the apex of the metatarsus, very broad , not 
much narrowed towards the apex, which is rounded. The 
hinder tibia! with a distinct, narrow keel down the middle 
on the outer side ; the hinder femora largely dilated, 
becoming wider to near the apex, which is oblique on 
their under side; in the middle, near the apex, is a small 
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triangular tooth. Wings hyaline, the stigma and nervures 
black; the second cubital cellule small, shorter than 
broad ; the first transverse cubital nervure straight ; the 
second roundly curved, interstitial with the recurrent 
nervure. Abdomen shining, strongly punctured ; the 
punctures large and deep on the basal three segment s ; 
the apex of the basal segment with long, fulvous hair; the 
base of the second, third and apical segments entirely 
covered with grey pubescence. 
The form of the c hind legs resembles that of 
N. clialybeata Sm. as figured by Smith ( Trans. Ent. Soc., 
1875, pl. I l, f. 5). 
NOMIA FULVOIIIRTA, sp. nov. (Pl. 4, f. 9.) 
Long. 12 mm. c. 
Hab. Allahabad (Rothney). 
Comes into Bingham's Section (!.c.) "A. b. Post-scu-
tellum unarmed posteriorly. a1• Thorax with more or Jess 
fulvous pubescence," consisting of N. curv£pes Fab., the c 
of which differs in having the hinder femora "rufo-
piceous, with their apical-half yellow," here black, yellow 
at the apex, and the hinder tibi~ are broadly black at the 
base ; N. cltalybeata differs from it in having the 
femora not so much swollen nor toothed ; N. varzpes 
Cam. agrees with it closely ; but may be separated by 
the rufous, not black, base of the hinder femora and by 
their having only one large tooth. 
Head, except on the sides of the vertex, densely 
covered with long, fulvous hair; the vertex, except near 
the ocelli, bearing rather large, distinctly separated, 
punctures ; the base of the mandibles yellow, the middle 
piceous, the apex black. The scape of antenna: yellow, 
except on the apex above ; the flagellum fulvous, black 
above to near the apex. Thorax densely covered with 
long, fulvous hair ; the basal area of the median segment 
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bearing stout, longitudinal keels. Legs yellow, thickly 
covered with fulvous hair; the coxce, trochanters, the 
basal three-fourths of the four anterior femora and the 
basal half of the posterior femora, black ; the hinder 
femora largely thickened ; on the lower side near the apex 
are two stout teeth, separated by a sem icircular space, the 
inner tooth being the larger; the teeth are black, as is also 
the under side of the femora. Hinder tibia: greatly 
dilated towards the apex, ending there in _a large curved, 
triangular tooth. Wings hyaline, with a slight fulvous 
tinge ; the apex, from the radial cellule, infuscated ; the 
costa, stigma and nervures fulvous ; the second and third 
cubital cellules at the top are equal in length. The basal 
segment of the abdomen black ; the apex greenish-yellow ; 
strongly punctured ; the base at the sides covered with 
short, the middle with long, fulvous hair; the second 
and third segments black, the apices greenish-yellow ; the 
other segments greenish-yellow; the base of all the seg-
ments covered with fulvous pubescence; the apices 
glabrous ; the ventral segments castaneous. 
NOMIA VARIPES, sp. 1/0V. (Pl. 4, f. 8.) 
' Long. IO mm. o. 
Hab. Allahabad (Rot!mey). 
In Bingham's table (le., p. 448), this species comes into 
"A. Abdomen with non-pubescent transverse fascia:," 
and" b. a1. Thorax with more or less fulvous pubescence," 
"a 2• Legs rufo-fulvous or ferruginous," presently repre-
sented by N. chalybeata Sm. and N. curvipes Fab., from 
either of which it is very different; from N. chalybeata by 
the abdomen not having blue-green fasci~ and by the 
spined femora ; from N. curvipes by the femora having a 
large projecting tooth and not a semicircular incision, 
and by the apical projection on the hinder tibia: being 
broader and blunter, not ending in a sharp curved tooth. 
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The form of the hinder femora and tibia! most nearly 
resembles those of the Indian N. co1nb1tsta and the African 
N. calz'da, but otherwise it is very distinct. The femora 
are formed pretty much as in N. cltrysopa, but otherwise 
there is no resemblance. 
Head black ; front and vertex strongly punctured ; 
sparsely covered with short, fuscous hair; a smooth furrow 
runs down from the ocelli ; the face and clypeus densely 
covered with pale golden pubescence; the base of the 
clypeus yellow, the middle rufous, the apex black. The 
scape of the antenna:! yellow, rather thickly covered with 
long, white hair ; the flagellum rufous, slightly darker in 
the middle above. Pro- and meso-notum with the scutel-
lum thickly covered with short, dark fulvous pubescence, 
and strongly and uniformly punctured ; the median seg-
ment thickly covered with long, pale fulvous hair; the base 
with a row of stout,straight,short keels. Mesopleura:! thickly 
covered with pale fulvous pubescence; the metapleura:! at 
the base and apex fringed with long, pale fulvous hair. 
Wings hyaline ; the apex distinctly smoky ; the costa, 
stigma, and nervures fulvous ; the second cubital cellule 
at the top equal in length to the top of the third ; the first 
recurrent nervure is received near the apical fourth; the 
second in the apical third of the cellule. Legs yellow; 
the coxa:! and trochanters black; the four anterior femora 
for the greater part above ; and the basal two-thirds of the 
hinder femora ferruginous ; the hinder femora large, 
broadly rounded above ; the base, before the tooth, 
straight; the tooth oblique, directed towards the apex; 
the o~ter side of the apex of the hinder tibia! curved ; 
the inner projecting, in width not much less than half of 
the outer; its apex oblique, the inner side rounded ; near 
the base of the hinder tibia! on the posterior side is a large, 
black, oval mark, brownish on the outer edge. Abdomen 
shining, black ; the apex of the basal segment covered 
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thickly with depressed, fulvous pubescence; the apices of 
the first and fourth segments broadly fulvous-yellow ; the 
apical segments entirely of that colour ; the apical segment 
thickly covered with long, golden hair; the ventral seg-
ments black. 
NOMIA MAHRATTA, sp. nov. 
Long. 8 mm. 'j? • 
Hab. Bombay ( Wroughton). 
In Bingham's table (I.e., p. 449), this species comes into 
"b•. Thorax above with thin cinereous pubescence" which 
is now divided into :-
1. Area at base of median segment finely reticulate; 
the legs rufo-testaceous ; the pubescence on the ventral 
segments cinereous. l\T. aurata. 
2. Area at base of median segment finely longitudinally 
striated; only the hinder tibioo and tarsi rufo-testaceous; 
the pubescence on the ventral segments dense, ferruginous. 
N. mahratta. 
Head, from a little above the antenna:, thickly covered 
with white pubescence; the apex of the clypeus fringed 
with long, golden hair. The mandibles, before the middle, 
piceous ; the front and vertex impunctate. Antenna: 
rather slender, black, the scape almost bare ; the apical 
joint rufous. Thorax thickly covered with longish hair ; 
fuscous in colour above, almost white on the sides ; the 
mesonotum opaque, finely rugose, almost transversely 
striated ; the scutellum shining, bearing shallow, scattered 
punctures, and sparsely covered with long, fuscous hair ; 
the post-scutellum thickly covered with white pubescence. 
Median segment with an abrupt, oblique slope; opaque, 
finely and closely shagreened; the base with the area not 
clearly limited, and closely longitudinally striolated ; the 
furrow on the apical half wide and deep at the base. Pro-
pleura: shining, coarsely aciculated ; the mesopleura: 
at the tubercules thickly covered with white pubes:;ence; 
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the meta pleura! covered with long, white hair. Legs black; 
the hinder tibi~ and tarsi rufous ; the coxa:! and femora 
covered with long, white hair ; the tibi~ and tarsi more 
thickly covered with shorter hair; the hair on the hinder 
tibi~ being longer and thicker; the claws rufous. Wings 
hyaline, the apex slightly .infuscated ; the second cellule 
scarcely half the length of the top of the third ; the costa 
and stigma black ; the nervures fuscous ; the second 
recurrent nervure is received the length of the second 
cubital cellule from the apex of the third cellule. Abdo-
men shiuing, impunctate; the base and sides of the basal 
segment covered with long, white hair ; the sides and 
apices of the other segments fringed with white pubescence; 
the ventral segments thickly covered with dark rufous 
hair. 
The antenn~ in this species are more slender and the 
ventral surface of the abdomen more thickly pilose than 
usual, e.g., than in N elliott£. 
NOMIA CHRYSOPA, sp. 1IOV. (Pl. 4, f. r3.) 
Long. 6 mm. o. 
Hab. Allahabad (Rotlzney). 
In the Key (I.e., p. 449) it forms a new group of the 
species with the abdominal fasci ~ white; "b'. Enclosed 
space at base of median segment, with stout, oblique 
keels," not punctured as in N. oxybeloides, nor obscurely 
transversely striated as in N rustica. 
Head blqck; from shortly abov e the base of the 
antenn~, thickly covered with golden pubescence, behind 
the eyes with longish, white pubescence; the vertex with 
longish, fuscous hair, longer and paler behind. Front 
and vertex closely and strongly punctured, except a small, 
smooth spot outside the hinder ocelli. Mandibles black; 
bearing at the base long, pale fulvous hair. The scape 
✓ 
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yellow ; the flagellum yellowish-ochraceous beneath; 
blackish above; the flagellum bare; the scape with long, 
pale hair. The edge of the pronotum on the top covered 
with a distinct line of dirty-yellow, depressed pubescence, 
in front of which is a narrow belt of long, pale hairs. 
Mesonotum closely and somewhat strongly punctured, 
opaque; sparsely covered with short, fuscous pubescence; 
the post-scutellum covered with longer, stiff, pale hair on 
the top. The "enclosed space" on the base of the median 
segment shining; distinctly margined b-:ihind: and having 
stout, slightly oblique, widely separated keels; the median 
segment with an oblique slope; rugose, obscurely reticu-
lated at the top, and indistinctly keeled down the middle. 
Mesopleur;e thickly covered with long, pale fulvous hair. 
Legs bright lemon-yellow ; the coxce and trochanters 
black ; the base of the femora broadly black, tinged with 
brown; a brownish mark on the outer and inner side of 
the hinder tibi;:e; the hinder femora have, shortly beyond 
the middle, a large, oblique, triangular tooth; the hinder 
tibi;e gradually dilated to the apex, which ends on the 
inner side in a large, triangular tooth. Wings hyaline, 
slightly infuscated, especially towards the apex. Abdomen 
black, the apex of the basal three segments with a belt of 
white, depressed pubescence; the apical three covered 
entirely with similar pubescence; the first and second seg-
ments coarsely punctured; the third and fourth finely and 
closely punctured; the last rufous round the apex; the 
apices of the basal three segments covered with long, 
white hair, as is also the apical segment . 
The form of the hind legs is not unlike those of N. 
combusta, with which it otherwise is closely related ; but 
the shape of the femora serves to separate them; in 
N. combusta they are roundly curved before the tooth; 
in JV. clirysopa they are perfectly straight, not curved in 
any way. 
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NOMIA MACULITARSIS, S/J. nov. (Pl. 4, f. 12.) 
Long. 8 mm. c. 
Hab. Poona ( Wrougltton). 
Agrees with N. jloraHs Sm. and N. pilipes Sm. in 
having the base of the abdomen red ; only the females of 
these two species are known, but it can hardly be the c of 
either of them. It comes nearest in those characters 
common to both sexes to N. flora/is, from which it may 
be separated as follows : 
Median segment with a median vertical keel, the area 
at base densely punctured; the legs rufo-piceous. 
N. .flora/is Sm. 
Median segment without a median vertical keel, the 
basal area distinctly striolated; the legs black, the tarsi 
rufous. N. maculitarsi's. 
N. pilipes Sm. has the basal two and the basal two-
thirds of the third abdominal segments pale-red, and the 
basal area of the median segment is "very coarsely 
punctured." 
The head in front from shortly below the ocelli 
densely covered with fulvous hair ; the front and vertex 
shining, impunctate. Mandibles black, striated ; the stria! 
curved at the top. The propleura! shining, impunctate, 
the apex only covered with long, white hair; the meso-
and meta-pleur~ thickly covered with long, white hair . 
Wings hyaline, the costa, stigma, and nervures pale 
fuscous ; the second cubital cellule at the top not half the 
length of the third at the top; the first recurrent nervure 
is received shortly beyond the middle of the cellule. 
Abdomen shining, the base and the sides covered with 
white hair; the basal segment entirely red, closely and 
finely punctured ; the base and sides of the second rufous, 
the rest of it piceous ; the apices of the second and follow-
ing segments smooth, silvery white ; the ventral surface 
entirely red. Legs black, the tarsi pale rufous, the hinder 
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infuscated towards the apex ; the hinder femora trian-
gularly dilated above, below straight, except for a slight, 
blunt, somewhat triangular projection near the base; the 
apex of the hinder tibia:: ends in a stout triangle, which 
behind is prolonged into a stout, roundly curved process, 
rounded at the end and piceous at the base of the apical 
tooth; sparsely covered with long, pale fulvous hair; th e 
outer orbits bearing long, white hairs, which are longer 
and more numerous on the lower part. The scape and 
second joint of the antenna:: entirely black; the flagellum 
fulvo-brownish, blackish above; the scape with a few 
fuscous hairs ; the flagellum bare. The pro- and part of 
meso-notum densely covered with long, fulvous hair; the 
rest of the mesonotum with shorter hair ; in the middle of 
the mesonotum are two narrow furrows ; near the sides, 
opposite the tegula::, is a slightly wider and deeper furrow; 
the scutellum is sparsely covered with very long, pale 
hair; the post-scutellum covered with white, woolly 
pubescence, and bearing also some long, white hairs; the 
mesonotum is closely, but not very strongly, punctured ; 
the scutellum impunctate . The median segment is 
rounded at the base, semiperpendicular at the apex ; 
punctured, but not strongly; the sides and apex covered 
with long, soft, white hair; the basal area strongly obliquely 
distinctly margined on either side, the hinder trochanters 
are rufous ; the femora are sparsely covered with long, the 
tibia:: and tarsi thickly with short, white pubescence. 
NOMIA (?) ALIEN A, sp. nov. (Pl. 4, f. 14.) 
Long. 7 mm. 2. 
Hab. Poona ( Wroug!tton). 
The undernoted species comes into Bingham's Secti on 
B. of N01m'a, having the abdominal segments fringed with 
hair; but it differs from all the species in the prothorax 
having in front of the tegul a:: a curved, thin, horn -like , 
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semitransparent projection, extending equally on both 
sides of the tegulce. Behind the eyes there is a sharp keel 
extending their entire length, and separated from them by 
a clear space. 
Head as wide as the mesothorax ; the front and vertex 
coarsely punctured, sparsely covered with short, fuscous 
hair; the centre below the antennce shining, its middle 
almost impunctate; the base and apex with large, deep, 
widely separated punctures ; the part next the eyes 
closely rugosely punctured, almost longitudinally striated. 
Clypeus with large, deep punctures, except near the eyes, 
where the punctures are smaller and closer. Labrum 
fringed with long, fulvous hair. Mandibles black, piceous 
at the apex ; the base opaque, finely striated ; with one 
large apical, and a smaller subapical tooth. Scape of 
antennce fringed with longish pale hair above; the 
flagellum brownish beneath towards the apex. Pro- and 
meso-notum and scutellum shining, smooth; the meso-
notum with three shallow furrows in front ; the apex of 
the scutellum with a row of shallow, large, round 
punctures ; the post-scutellum covered with white 
pubescence. Median segment with an oblique slope at 
the apex; without any basal area, but with a faint indi-
cation of two converging furrows. The mesopleurce 
coarsely punctured at the base; the apex with a broad 
clearly defined space, broad at the top, gradually narrowed 
to the bottom, and bearing stout, longitudinal, distinctly 
separated keels. Metapleurce shining, uniformly marked 
with shallow punctures and with a broad, shallow furrow 
at the base. Wings hyaline, the costa, stigma and nervures 
testaceous ; the second cubital cellule is of nearly equal 
width, an::! scarcely one-half the length of the top of the 
third cellule; the first recurrent nervure is interstitial; the 
second received at the encl of the second cellule, the trans-
verse cubital nervure turning up sharply obliquely from it, 
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and not continued in a straight, or but slig-htly oblique, 
line from it as usual. In the hind wings, the nervures are 
not continued to the end of the wings. Legs densely 
covered with long, pale or pale fulvous hair; the hinder 
tarsi have the basal joint dilated above and compressed ; 
the second joint is obliquely dilated above, both more so 
than usual. 
NOMIA (?) INTERSTITIALIS, sp. nov. 
Nz'gra, flagello antennarum ru.fo; alz's lryalz'nz's, nervzs 
stz'gmateque nz'gns. o. 
Long. 7'5 mm . 
Hab . Allahabad (Rotlmey ). 
Scape of antenn~ black; sparsely covered with long, 
white hair; the flagellum almost bare, infuscated above 
towards the apex . Face and clypeus sp:irsely covered 
with long, white hair . Clypeus finely punctured, finely 
longitudinally striated ; the anterior ocelli with a curved 
furrow in front; behind them is a narrow ---,-'-shaped one. 
Mandibles at the base covered sparsely with long, white 
hairs. Thorax above with short, fuscous pubescence ; 
sparsely and shortly pilose ; the hair on the scutellum 
longer ; the basal area on the median segment large, 
closely and finely longitudinally striated, and bordered by 
a rather deep furrow, which is continued down the middle 
of the segment. 1 Pleur~ densely covered with short pubes-
cence. Wings short, reaching only to the fourth abdominal 
segment; the second cubital cellu le small, shorter than 
broad; above one-half the length of the third ; the first 
recurrent nervure is almost interstitial; but received nearer 
the base than the apex of the nervure ; the second is 
received the length of the second cellule from the apex 
of the third. Legs black; the calcaria white; the cox~ 
thickly, the femora sparsely, covered with long, wh ite hair; 
the tibi~ and tarsi very thickly with shorter, white hair; 
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the hair on the under side of the metatarsus rufous; the 
apex of the tarsi rufous. The femora and tibia: are normal, 
not dilated, except that the hinder tibia: on the inner side 
are triangularly produced, but not sharply, the apex being 
rounded. Abdomen shining, impunctate; the base of the 
segments belted with white, depressed pile; the second to 
fourth segment with wide transverse furrows near the 
base ; the ventral segments smooth, shining ; their apices 
fringed with short, white hair; the sides of the third and 
fourth with long, white hair; the penultimate segment 
broadly depressed in the middle, with a smaller, somewhat 
pear- shaped, depression on either side at the apex. 
This is perhaps not a true Nomia. The trophi do not 
differ in form from those of that genus. The only point 
in which the legs agree with those of Nomia is in the 
projecting apex of the hinder tibia:. It differs in the 
interstitial first recurrent nervure and in the shorter wings. 
MEGACHILE NIGRICANS, sp. nov. 
Nzgra, capite tlzoraceque pal/£de lzirtis; alzs !tyaNnzs. c. 
Long. rr mm. 
Hab. Trincomali, Ceylon ( Yerbury ). 
In Bingham 's Key (l.c., p. 471) it comes in "A. Abdo-
men black, with entirely black pubescence above," 
and "C. wings hyaline," which only contains the c of 
M. antlzradna, a very different species from M. nzgricans, 
being much larger, the pubescence on the face bright 
fulvous, the fore legs more or less rufo-testaceous, the 
wings infuscated at the apex, the fore legs spined, &c. 
Entirely black, the wings hyaline, the costa and 
nervures fuscous, darker at the base. Head below the 
ocelli thickly covered with long , pale, behind the ocelli 
more sparsely with longish, black, hair ; front and vertex 
strongly punctured, except a smooth, shining space on 
the outer side of the hinder ocelli; the clypeus strongly 
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punctured ; the labrum fringed with long, pale hair . 
Mandibles black, shining, the base covered with long, 
fuscous, intermixed with shorter, silvery hair; their apices 
shining, armed with one large, somewhat triangular, touth 
at the apex ; the base strongly punctured. Antennce 
short, black, the apical half dull rufous on the under side ; 
the scape with a few short hairs; the flagellum bare, 
shining. Pro- and meso-notum thickly covered with 
longish hair ; longer and paler on the pronotum ; closely 
rugose; the scutellum, if anything, more strongly rugose 
and with the hair longer ; the median segment with a 
perpendicular slope, thickly covered with long, pale hair. 
Pleurce thickly covered with long, black hair; the lower 
part of the mesopleurce excavated, shining; the lower part 
of the metapleurce smooth. Abdomen shining, pilose, the 
seg ments fringed with white hair ; the ventral surface 
thickly covered with longish, stiff, blacki sh hair. Femora 
spa rsely; the tibice and tarsi very thickly covered with 
long. black hair; the fore coxcl! simple, not spined. 
TETRALONIA. 
Under this generic name Bingham describes two 
species-T. duvancelt"z" Lep .=elegans Sm., and T. ltinza-
lapnsis Bing. In these two species the maxillary pal pi 
are said to be 6-jointed. Whether this is an original 
observation, or merely copied from Smith (Cat. Hym., ii., 
p. 297), who also gives six joints to the maxillary palpi of 
Tetra lonia, l am unable to say. Apart from the difference 
in the number of palpal joints, my species agrees in the 
other generic characters with Tetralonia as given by 
Bingham. In both the spec ies here described the maxil-
lary palpi have only four joints, as ha ve also the labial. 
Latreille, who first described Tetralouia, gives five as the 
number of joints in the maxillary palpi, this being likewise 
the number in Smith's genus Xenoglossa. Mr. W. H. Patton 
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(Generic Arrangement of the Bees allied to Melissodes and 
A11tlzophora. Bull. U.S. Geo/. Surv. Territ., v., p. 471) gives 
also five joints for Tetralonia, but it is not clear to me if he 
has himself examined the genus or gives a quotation from 
Latreille. Melz'ssodes Latr. is described in full by Patton 
(l.c., p. 472); it has, like our species, 4-jointed maxillary 
palpi, "the fourth joint often minute," which does not 
conform to our Indian species any more than does his 
description of the first joint of the labial pal pi being twice 
the length of the second. In other respects our species do 
not quite fit into Patton's diagnosis. Further, they do 
not agree with each other in the form of the palpi. For 
those species with 6-jointed maxillary palpi, Patton estab-
lished (l.c., p. 473) the genus Syultalonia, representing 
Macrocera Lep., Tetralonia Sm., and klelissodes Cresson, 
nee Latr. ; but it can hardly be regarded as generically 
identical with our species. Taschenberg (Berl. Entom. 
Zez'ts., xxvii., p. 78) groups the genera under Macrocera 
(an inadmissible name, being preoccupied in Diptem); 
Melz'ssodes Latr. with4-jointedmaxillarypalpi; Macroce,a 
sen. str. with them 5-jointed; Xenoglossa Sm. with them 
also 5-jointed; Syizltalonia with them 6-jointed and 
Ancyloscelz's, of which the palpal characters are not given, 
but which is treated by Smith (Cat. Hym., ii., p. 365) as a 
doubtful synonym of Tetrapedz'a Klug, a very different 
genus from Tetralonia. As Mr. Rothney's 9 differs in 
many respects from Mr. Wroughton's male and from the 
described genera, I give a generic description of it here, 
leaving it for further investigation to decide whether the 
points of difference in the palpal _and other characters are 
of generic, sub-generic, or of mere specific importance. 
9. Antenna! shorter than the thorax; ocelli : . Man-
dibles without teeth. Tongue not elongate, if anything 
shorter than the palpi; the apex ending in a button ; 
paraglossa! a little longer than the tongue; densely pilose; 
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the two basal pal pal joints greatly enlarged and thickened; 
the basal slightly longer than the second ; the apical two 
joints of nearly equal length. The stipes longer and 
broader than the galea by about one-fourth ; the top on 
the inner side rounded inwardly and fringed with long, 
stout, stiff hairs; the first and third joints of the pal pi are 
nearly equal in length ; the fourth is slightly shorter; the 
second is the longest. Wings very short, not reaching to 
the apex of the second abdominal segment ; the two 
recurrent nervures received quite close to the transverse 
cubital nervures. Fore wings with three cubital cellules; 
the third at the top scarcely so long as the second ; at the 
bottom nearly twice its length. Legs densely pilose; the 
hinder tibia! and tarsi densely covered with long hair ; the 
calcaria simple, of nearly equal length ; the claws with a 
stout tooth near the base. Abdomen not densely pilose ; 
the apical segment with a large, smooth, glabrous area in 
the middle, somewhat triangular in shape, but with the 
apex rounded. 
TETRALONIA BREVIPENNIS, sp. nov. (Pl. 4, f. 6, 6a, b.) 
Nzgra, jlagello antennarum rufo; pedibus longe pallide 
pz'losis; alzs brevibus, cos tis, stigmate nervzsque testacezs. 'i?. 
Long. 9 ; exp. at 6 mm. 
Hab. Allahabad (Rot/zney). 
Antenna! black; the flagellum from its second joint 
rufous beneath; bare; the scape with a few short, black 
hairs. Head strongly punctured ; the clypeus more 
strongly than the front; the sides of the vertex much 
more finely ; the occiput fringed with long, erect, white 
hair above; the front and vertex with short, the sides of 
the clypeus with much longer, white hair. The apex of 
the clypeus distinctly margined, ferruginous. Mandibles 
rufous in the middle and fringed with long, fulvous hair on 
the lower side. Mesonotum and scutellum closely punc-
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tured; the median segment at the apex with a steep, oblique 
slope ; the base strongly and closely punctured ; the apex 
with the sides less strongly punctured; the middle 
impunctate; the apex at the sides thickly covered with 
long, white hair. Legs thickly covered with long, pale 
fulvous hair; the floccus very long and thick ; the meta-
tarsus greatly enlarged, very thickly haired; the hair 
mixed with stiff spines. Wings reaching not much beyond 
the middle of the second abdominal segment; the second 
cubital cellule at top not much longer than the third at 
the top; the first recurrent nervure is received near the 
transverse cubital ; the second is interstitial. The first 
tranverse basal is received before the basal, not joined to 
it. The basal segment of the abdomen is covered with 
long, white hair, almost bare in the middle at the apex, 
perhaps through being rubbed ; the second, third and 
fourth covered with white, depressed pubescence; the 
fifth thickly with fulvous pubescence ; the middle area on 
the last segment smooth, glabrous ; the sides of the 
segment thickly covered with fulvous pubescence. The 
bases of the ventral segments covered with white pubes-
cence ; the apices of the three basal segments brownish ; 
the hypopygium bare, sharply separated from the sides 
by a deep depression. 
TETRALONIA PUNCTATA, sp. nov. 
Long. 8-9 mm. 
Hab. Poona ( Wroug!tton). 
In Bingham's key (l.c., p. 520) T. punctata will come in 
as follows :-
Clypeus yellow. 
Clypeus "very lightly punctured." T. duvanceliz"Lep. 
Clypeus very strongly punctured all over. T. punctata. 
Antenn~ rufo-testaceous; bare, the basal joint black. 
Head black ; thickly covered with long, whitish hair, 
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except behind the ocelli; the clypeus and labrum lemon-
yellow ; the clypeus strongly and uniformly covered with 
large, shallow punctures, its apex almost transverse ; the 
labrum punctured like the clypeus, but not quite so 
strongly, thickly fringed with long, white hair. Mandibles 
for the greater part ferruginous, black at the base, with a 
yellow mark in the centre. Thorax thickly covered all 
over with long, pale fulvous hair ; the tegulce yellow. 
Wings hyaline, the costa and stigma rufo-testaceous ; the 
second and third cubital cellules almost equal in length at 
the top ; the second at the bottom hardly one-half the 
length of the third. Legs thickly covered with pale hair; 
on the under side of the tarsi with rufous hair; the apical 
joints of' the tarsi being rufous; the calcaria pale. Abdo-
men black ; the basal segment thickly covered with long, 
pale hair; the second and third segments with a broad 
belt of depressed fulvous down on their base ; the fourth 
and fifth covered entirely with pale, fulvous pile, the apical 
segments with the pubescence rufous, not pale fulvous; 
the ventral segments fringed with pale fulvous hair ; the 
texture of the pygidium is hidden by the pubescence; the 
hypopygium is smooth, bare, the base black, the rest 
ferruginous . 
The ligula is elongated, extending considerably beyond 
the pal pi, is stout and densely haired; the paraglossce are 
also hairy and are slightly longer than the pal pi; the basal 
joint of the pal pi is about one-half longer than the second; 
the apical two minute, the last shorter than the preceding. 
The second joint of the maxillary pal pi is the longer, the 
rest subequal. 
ANTHOPHORA CELLULARIS, sp. 110v. 
Long. 7-8 mm. c. 
Hab. Poona ( Wrouglzton). 
In the table (l.c., p. 525) this species comes 111 at 
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"b 2• Abdomen beneath black," which will now be sub-
divided into :-
Clypeus bimaculate; the second and third cubital cel-
lules subequal. A. confusa Sm. and A.fallax Sm. 
Clypeus immaculate; second cubital cellule not one-half 
the length of the third. A. cellulans. 
Head black, the vertex and front closely, but not 
strongly, punctured ; the cheeks impunctuate; the clypeus 
with some large, widely separated, punctures ; the clypeus, 
a somewhat triangular mark above it, the sides from a 
little above the base of the antenna:, dilated in the middle 
to meet the upper mark, the labrum and the base of the 
mandibles, yellow ; the mandibles piceous, intermixed 
with black. The front and vertex and the outer orbits 
thickly covered with long, griseous hair ; the clypeus 
bearing a sparse pubescence; the labrum fringed with long, 
white hair. The scape of the antenna: yellow beneath; 
the flagellum brownish. The pro- and meso-notum 
thickly covered with short, dark griseous hair ; the 
scutella with much longer white, the sides of the median 
segment and the pleura: with long, white hair; the 
median segment closely punctured ; the pleura: are much 
more strongly punctured ; the lower part of the meta-
pleurre obscurely longitudinally striated. The outer sides 
of the tibia: and tarsi thickly covered with long, white 
hair; the metatarsus thickly covered on the inner side 
with long, bright rufous hair ; the claws rufous. Wings 
hyaline ; the stigma and nervures blackish ; the second 
cubital cellule at top and bottom hardly one-half the 
length of the third; at the top it is half the length it 
is at the bottom ; the first recurrent nervure is received 
near the middle of the cellule; the second distinctly in 
front of the third transverse cubital nervure, and not 
interstitial as it is with A. jallaz, &c. Abdomen shining, 
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closely but not strongly punctured ; the first to fifth 
segments banded with white pubescence, the last closely 
and strongly punctured above, the apex rufous; the 
hypopygium dark rufous, the middle carinate ; the sides 
fringed with long, white hairs, the third to fifth ventral 
segments fringed with long, white hairs; the basal seg-
ments piceous. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE. 
Fig . I. Mutilla ind ecora, 2. 
" 
2. Passalo eczts reticulatus, 2. 
" 3-
Pterochilus .fulvipe11nis, o. 3a, labial; 3b, maxi!-
lary pal pus. 
" 4. 
Sudita ceylonica, <.?. 
" 5. " 
bidentata, o. head from the front ; 5a from 
the side. 
,, 6. Tetralonia brevipennis, 2- 6a, mc1.xillary; 6b, labium 
and palpi. 
,, 7. Hind leg of 0 No111ia aureoldrta . 
8. ,, 0 " 
varipes. 
" 9. 









latispina, and I r a o. 
" 
I 2. 6 " 
11taC1tlz'tarsis. 
,, I 3· " 0 " 
cltrysopa. 
" 14. 
Nomia alz'ena, 2. 
" I 5. " 
purpureo-li,zeata, 2. 
,, 16. St eganomu s gracilz's. o. 
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